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INTRODUCTION

"4

In the last twenty years much progress has been made in the

understanding of the behaviour of conduction charge carriers

in metals and the role they play in various physical phenome-

na. For more than fifty years speculations had been made about

the electron energy levels on the one hand and the dynamical

behaviour on the other. With Pippard's (1957) model for the

Fermi surface of copper which was deduced from experiments on

the anomalous skin effect a wide field of study developed and

even acquired a special name - Fermiology. The availability

of high purity metals and refined measuring techniques have

induced numerous studies on the determination of Fermi sur-

faces of metals. The development of large computers afforded

the theoretical physicists to perform extensive calculations

on the topology of the Fermi surface. Many shapes of the con-

stant energy surfaces in momentum space - bellies, necks,

arms, dog bones, monsters etc. - can be described by mathe-

matical prescriptions.

The sometimes fantastic shape of Fermi surfaces are determined

basically by the fact that the electron moves in the periodic

potential of the crystal lattice. However this is by no means

the only effect on the electrons of the ideal crystal lattice.

The electrons also interact with the thermal excited lattice

vibrations i.e. phonons. The electron-phonon interaction de-

termines many of the basic properties of metals. The most

familiar manifestation of this interaction is observed in the

temperature dependent resistivity. Also the very important

phenomenon of super-conductivity is caused by the electron-

phonon interaction. Another aspect of this interaction, the

absorption of phonons by electrons, is closely related to

ultrasonic attenuation in metals, since sound is a directed

flux of phonons. Finally all the transport properties of met-

als are determined by the electron-phonon interaction,

because scattering of electrons by phonons limits the mean

free path of the current carriers.

vi-
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The Fermi surfaces of most metals have now been studied in de-

tail and are known very accurately (see Cracknel1 1971 and

Cracknell and Wong 1974). The phonon spectra have been inves-

tigated by neutron scattering experiments and ultrasonic

studies. Although the Fermi surfaces and the phonon spectra

are well known, the interaction between electrons and phonons

is still not completely understood. This is the reason why we

have looked for a method to study the electron-phonon scatter-

ing interaction experimentally. A few techniques to investi-

gate the Fermi surface are also suitable to study the electron-

phonon scattering rate. Among these the radio frequency size

effect (R.F.S.E.) method has proven to be one of the most pow-

erful methods to investigate both the magnitude and the

anisotropy of the electron-phonon scattering rate. This method

gives also accurate values of linear dimensions of the Fermi

surface which can be used to identify the position of the res-

onant electrons on the Fermi surface. The scattering rate of

these electrons by phonons can be obtained from the study of

the temperature dependence of the amplitude of the R.F.S.E..

Although the choice of the metal under investigation is lim-

ited by the high demands on sample purity imposed by the

R.F.S.E., many metals have been investigated to get informa-

tion on their electronic spectrum. The anisotropy of the

scattering rate has however only been studied by means of the

R.F.S.E. for metals with especially simple Fermi surfaces as

K, Cu and Ag, which from a theoretical point of view

are good candidates for attempting a first principles

understanding of the electron-phonon interaction. The agree-

ment between experiment and theory for these metals was en-

couraging .

For the various reasons given hereafter we have chosen indium

for the present study of the electron-phonon scattering rate:

1. There have been done extensive studies of the Fermi surface

properties of indium with the aid of the R.F.S.E.

(Gantmakher and Krylov 1966, de Groot 1974, de Groot et al.

1977) .
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2. The results obtained on indium can be compared with the

results on aluminium as obtained by Doezema and Wegehaupt

(1975) with magnetic field induced surface states experi-

ments (Koch and Doezema 1975, Döezéma arid Koch 1975).

3. The electron-phonon scattering rate in indium seemed to

exhibit a high degree of anisotropy (Snyder 1971).

4. Indium is one of the "simple" polyvalent metals of which

the Fermi surface consists of different sheets. This can

give additional information because of possible interband

scattering processes.

The Fermi surface of indium is well known and was studied by

means of cyclotron resonance (Mina et al. 1965, 1966), mag-

neto-acoustic effects (Rayne 1962, Rayne et al. 1962, Hayden

et al. 1974), galvanomagnetic effects (Gaidukov 1966, Garland

et al. 1969, Trodahl 1971), de Haas-van Alphen effect (Hughes

et al. 1969, van Weeren et al. 1973, Harmans 1974, Holtham et

al. 1976), R.F.S.E. (Gantmakher et al. 1966, Krylov et al.

1967, de Groot 1974, de Groot et al. 1977), magnetostrictxon

measurements (Griessen et al. 1974) and perpendicular-field

radio frequency surface impedance measurements (Carolan et

al. 1973) .

Theoretically the Fermi surface has been described by calcu-

lations based on O.P.W. and K.K.R.Z. schemes (see e.g.

Holtham 1976 and Rijsenbrij et al. 1977 and references herein).

These studies have led to an accurate description of the Fermi

surface, which consists of a second zone hole surface of 6

"square cups" connected through 8 "hexagonal cups" (see figure

3.1) and a third zone electron surface of four p-arms along

the 110-axes and joined together in a ring in the (001)

Brillouin faces (see figure 3.20).

The phonon spectrum of indium has also been studied. Reichardt

an*. Smith have performed neutron scattering experiments to de-

termine the lattice dynamics of indium. These experimental data

can be compared with the calculations of the dispersion rela-

tions in indium (Kumar et al. 1972, Reissland et al. 1975,

Garrett et al. 1975). The calculations of Garrett et al. (1975)

i
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show in the [110]-direction a plateau, in one of the transverse

branches,- which indicates a large density of states of these

phonons. The phorion spectrum in the small phonon wave vector

limit can also be calculated from the elastic constants as de-

termined by Chandrasekhar and Rayne (1961) by means of

ultrasonic experiments.

The results of the investigations mentioned above can be used

in principle to calculate the electron-phonon interaction. In

those calculations the electrons are considered to move in a

lattice that is slightly distorted from the equilibrium due to

the thermal excitation of the lattice. In this picture one can

determine the scattering potential by first order perturbation

theory (Harrison 1966). Once the scattering potential is de-

termined it is possible to calculate the scattering matrix

elements and herewith the electron-phonon scattering rates as

a function of position on the Fermi surface.

In chapter I we give a short description of the R.F.S.E., the

way to determine the electron-phonon scattering rate from the

R.F.S.E. and the method to calculate the electron-phonon in-

teraction. In chapter II the experimental arrangements are

described. In chapter III results of temperature dependent

measurements of line amplitudes of the R.F.S.E. will be

discussed. In chapter IV the orbit averages of the electron-

phonon scattering rate obtained from this data shall be used

as input parameters for an inversion scheme in order to ob-

tain local values of the electron-phonon scattering on the

Fermi surface. These local values can be compared with local

values obtained from measurements of limiting point size ef-

fect, break-orbits etc.. In chapter TV we also discuss the

various contributions to the electron-phonon interaction by

means of a simple O.P.W. model.
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CHAPTER I

THE R.F. SIZE EFFECT AND THE ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION

1 INTRODUCTION

Size effects in the d.c. conductivity of metals in which the

electrons have a mean free path 1 exceeding largely the char-

acteristic dimensions of the sample were discovered in 1898

(see Sondheimer 1952). Gantmakher (1962,1963) has shown that

size effects exist also for anomalous skin effect conditions.

These size effects are called radio frequency size effects

(R.F.S.E.) or often Gantmakher effect. In section 1.1 we give a

brief description of the R.F.S.E.. We describe the influence of

the mean free path on the line amplitude of the R.F.S.E. and

show that the electron-phonon scattering rate can be obtained

from the temperature dependence of this line amplitude. In sec-

tion 1.2 we discuss advantages of the R.F.S.E. over other meth-

ods of investigation of electron-phonon scattering. Section 1.3

deals with the basic concepts of the description of the elec-

tron-phonon interaction.

1.1 THE R.F. SIZE EFFECT

The R.F.S.E. is a spatial resonance effect observed in thin

single crystals (thickness d, 100-500 ym) at radio frequencies

(urf=l-10 MHz). The r.f. field produced by a coil wrapped

around the sample establishes an electric field within a thick-

ness 6 (skin layer) on both sides of the sample. Electrons pas-

sing through these skin layers can absorb energy from the e.m.

fields. If the plate is placed in a magnetic field that is

oriented parallel to the sample surface electrons moving on

closed or helical trajectories can carry currents into the bulk

of the material. A spatial resonance can be observed if a lot

of trajectories match the sample thickness. This is called the

R.F.S.E.. The resonance can be observed as a pronounced change

of the impedance of the coil.

lå
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CHAPTER I

The trajectories of the electrons in real space are related to

orbits on the Fermi surface in momentum space (ic-space) . The

Fermi" surface is defined by the relation e(k)=ep (at T=0K) in

which it is the wave vector of the electrons and e p is the

Fermi energy. All states below the Fermi energy e F are occu-

pied. Only the electrons around the e p can take part in con-

duction processes, since they can make transitions to unoccu-

pied states. Therefore studying the transport of electrons we

only have to consider the electrons around ep.

Under the influence of the magnetic field the electrons will

describe helical paths the projection of which is related to

the corresponding cross-section of the Fermi surface by means

of the following relation (in Gauss units)

h d£ _ e dr *
11 dt " c dt H (1.1)

where r and k are position vectors in real and reciprocal

space respectively. The velocity of electrons with wave vec-

tor k is given by

h die
(1.2)

Integration of eq.(l.l) gives the relation

eH - t - t
~ r r

(1.3)

Eq.(1.3) shows that the size of the trajectory is inversely

proportional to the magnetic field intensity and proportional

to the size of the orbit on the Fermi surface.

As the temperature at which the experiments are performed is

very low (1.5-4.2 K) and the samples are very pure the elec-

tron mean free path 1 is much larger than the skin depth 6.

We are in the anomalous skin effect region. The electrons

passing through the skin layer are accelerated by the elec-

tric field and subsequently either they collide immediately

with the surface or they penetrate into the bulk due to the

magnetic field, establishing a weak distribution of r.f. cur-

I
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n = 1 n=2 n = 3 6
Fig. 1.1 Extremal electron trajectory for a spherical Fermi

surface matching the thickness d of the sample
(n=l). Also shown are the chain trajectories for
n=2 and n=3.

rents inside the metal. The dominant contribution to these

currents is made by electrons whose trajectories have an ef-

fective point (i.e. a point where the electron velocity v is

parallel to the surface) within the skin depth region (the

"effectiveness" concept of Pippard 1947, 1954) . Significant

changes in the surface currents can occur when these trajecto-

ries span the sample thickness (figure 1.1) which can be detec-

ted as a change in impedance of the r.f. coil (see chapter II).

An additional condition for observing this spatial resonance

is that the spread AD in the trajectory dimensions D is small

compared to D. (i.e. AD/D«1) . This means that in general only

extremal calipers on the Fermi surface can be observed.

The condition for the occurence of the R.F.S.E. is given by

h Ak = § d Ho (1.4)

k*

in which HQ is the intensity of the magnetic field at which

the resonance is observed and Ak is a caliper dimension on the

Fermi surface. This means that it is possible to measure very

accurately extremal caliper dimensions on the Fermi surface.

The Fermi surface is determined by the crystal potential, which

has the periodicity of the lattice. By measuring the dimensions

of the Fermi surface information about this potential can be

obtained. The R.F.S.E. method has been used to determine the

Fermi surface of a lot of metals (see e.g. Cracknell and Wong

1973) including indium (Gantmakher et al. 1966, Krylov et al.
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1967, de Groot et al. 1977).

Not only signals coming from extremal orbits on the Fermi

surface of indium can be observed. Due to the particular

shape of the indium Fermi surface we can distinguish:

a) Orbits containing a break point.

A break point is a point on the orbit at which the electron

velocity direction exhibits a rapid change. If this point en-

ters the skin layer the surface currents will change, which

is observable as a size effect signal (Gantmakher 1967, see

also section 3.1.3).

b) Chains of trajectories.

In the anomalous skin effect regime the electrons moving par-

allel to the sample surface in the skin depth can carry cur-

rents into the bulk of the material (Azbel 1961) . They create

a current layer in the interior of the sample at depths equal

to the trajectory diameter D. The electric fields associated

with these current layers are called field-splashes. These

field-splashes can also excite charge carriers. This leads to

a chain of trajectories (figure 1.1). If such a chain matches

the thickness of the sample again a signal can be observed. As

the field-splashes in the interior are very weak the amplitude

of the observed signals is rapidly damped with increasing num-

ber of orbits in the chain (see also 3.1.1) .

c) Cut-off orbits.

Cut-off orbits are defined by a value k* which determines a

plane normal to H, such that if klI<ktI similar orbits exist and* H H
if kH

>kTT similar orbits do not exist, or the other way around

(Matthey 1969) .

The determination of caliper dimensions on the Fermi surface is

not the only information one can obtain from the R.F.S.E.. The

line shape of the signal contains information about the elec-

tric field distribution in the sample and the surface scatter-

ing of the electrons. In the anomalous skin effect regime the

electric field distribution inside the metal must be determined

self consistently. Such a self consistent calculation of the

electric field distribution inside the sample has been perform-

ed by Juras (1969) in the case of two simple Fermi surfaces:
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1. a cylindrical one with its axis parallel to the sample sur-

face and

2. a spherical Fermi surface.

The electric field distribution in the metal is evaluated from

the Maxwell equations together with the continuity equation

and the kinetic equation for the electron distribution function

f. From the results of these calculations one can conclude that

the line shape of the R.F.S.E. signal is depending on:

a. The dispersion law for the electrons e(ic)=ep, which deter-

mines the shape of the orbits.

b. The electric field distribution in the sample.

c. The scattering of the electrons at the sample surfaces

(specular or diffuse).

The self-consistent calculations however are very cumbersome

and there has been done no calculations for a realistic Fermi

surface, except for potassium which has an almost spherical

Fermi surface (Wagner et al. 1975) . For indium some orbits give

rise to a signal that shows a line shape similar to those cal-

culated for a cylindrical Fermi surface and others give signals

comparable to signals from a spherical Fermi surface (de Groot

1974).

The mean free path of the electrons affects the amplitude of

the R.F.S.E. signal. The influence of the mean free path 1 on

the amplitude A in a two sided excitation experiment can be de-

termined in the following way. An electron that travels through

the skin layer in a time dt acquires an additional energy

= j e v(t)-S(t) dt

in which v is the electron velocity and É is the electric field.

The probability P that an electron can travel n times through

the skin layer without being scattered is given by

P = e

in which t n is the time required to travel n times from one side

of the sample to the other t = n — (u is the cyclotron fre-
n toc c

,=";"}
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quency of the electrons) and T U is the relaxation time for

electrons in a high frequency (ujrf) field given by (Kittel

1963) (x is the mean time between two collisions of the elec-

tron) .

(1.5)" f + iurf
"rf

and thus

- n

= e
-nira

P = e

The total change in energy is given by

Actofc = e f" e-"nir<1 v(t)-É(t) dt
o

If we assume that the energy increment is a constant for each

passage through the skin layer we can write the total energy

increment as a sum

v «. = Z e" n i r a Ae = ?tot n=o n=o Ae

-wo

—ira
Ae

1 - e

If the energy of the electrons is changing, than also the cur-

rents in the skin layer will change in the same way and hence

the amplitude of the R.F.S.E. signal, which we write as

-•ira

A = C
1 - e—ira

(1.6)

The constant of proportionality C depends on the shape of the

orbit on the Fermi surface (i.e. an orbit with a long path

parallel to the sample surface is expected to give a stronger

signal than an orbit with a small part along the surface) and

on the coupling constant between coil and sample etc.(see

de Groot 1974) and cannot be determined in general.

ytf

I
i
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bl-

typical experimental conditions (u_£= 5MHz, oic« 1.5GHz)

we can neglect the o> ,/u term in a. Only in the ve.ry pure met-

al Ga effects of phase changes of the r.f.field due to multiple

turns of the electrons have been observed (Haberland 1968,

Haberland et al. 1967). If we consider the r.f.field to be

static and we write V=1/T and t=ir/tii the amplitude of the
C

R.F.S.E. signal is given by

M

-vt
A = C = C

-s/l

1 - e-vt - e" 3' 1

(1.7)

in which t is the time an electron needs to go from one side of

the sample to the other, s is the path length of the electron

from one side to the other, v and 1 are the averaged scattering

rate and mean free path over an orbit respectively. These re-

lations have also been given by Chambers (1965,1969).

So far we have only described the situation if the magnetic

field is parallel to the sample surface. Assuming a spherical

Fermi surface Peercy et al.(1968) have given a simple geomet-

rical model with which they describe the experimental results

obtained if the magnetic field is tilted relative to the sample

surface. In their model they calculate the depth d1 that each

electron drifts into the metal under influence of the magnetic

field. As the electrons that are effective in the R.F.S.E.

have their velocity parallel to the sample surface (v =0) a

selection can be made. Peercy et al. characterized the elec-

trons on the Fermi surface by an angle 9 and the tilt angle

was denoted by $ (figure 1.2). They calculated the function

d1(9) for two adjacent zeros of the normal velocity. The sig-

nals are caused by those electrons that give an extremum in

the function d* (9) . Two different types of signals can be

expected.

1) For 9=^n the function d'(9) shows a broad maximum if $=0.

This is the normal parallel field size effect, which can be

observed if the r.f. electric field is perpendicular to 5.

For <j»0 the signal shifts to lower values of the magnetic field

because the penetration depth of the electrons becomes smaller

(figure 1.2b,l). If a non-central orbit (<v,>?*0) is measured
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(b)

Fig. 1.2 a. Different electron orbits projected on a plane
defined by H and the sample normal n and charac-
terized by 6 on a spherical surface,

b. Orbit 1 represents belly electrons at 9=JTT on
the Fermi surface which have no drift velocity
along H. Orbits 2 represent electrons refocused
after =1/2 orbit and after -3/2 orbits. Orbit 3
is a limiting point orbit with effective points.
'Orbit ^ has no point along i ts trajectory at
which v*n=O and is ineffective.

in the parallel field geometry the situation is different. On

tilting the magnetic field the trajectories have several effec-

tive points that can enter the skin layer at different values

of the magnetic field causing a splitting of the observed sig-

nal, (figure 1.2b,2). (Gantmakher et al. 1965, see also section

3.1.2.)

2) Peercy et al . showed that signals can be observed for e=«f> at

small t i l t angles. These signals are due to electrons excited

on one side of the sample and refocussed on the other side of

the sample (figure 1.2b,3). The effective electrons have their

velocity almost parallel to the magnetic field direction and

are located in the vicinity of a limiting point. The signals

are therefore called limiting point size effect signals. The

signals are observed if the r.f. electric field is parallel to

the projection of S on the sample surface.

The intensity of the magnetic field at which the resonance oc-

curs is given by (for a spherical Fermi surface, Peercy et al .

1968, Kaner e t a l . 1964)

H 2irc s i n
e d (1.8)
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in which n is the number of trajectories completed by electrons

between the plate surfaces and K~^ is the Gaussian curvature of

the Fermi surface at the limiting point (K - Vp1P2 Pĵ  and

p9 are the radii in two directions perpendicular to each other.

For a sphere p,=p2). For a limiting point on a non-spherical

Fermi surface the calculation leading to eq.(1.8) is slightly

more complicated and eq.(1.8) should be altered. It is however

correct to first order to put the non-spherical character of

the Fermi surface in K in eq.(1.8).

In the limiting point size effect the electrons cannot return

many times to the skin layer. The electrons collide with the

sample surface after arriving at the other side of the plate.

If we neglect the lateral path of the electrons the path

length from one side of the plate to the other is given by

d/sin $ and hence the amplitude of the signal by

d

A = C1 e 1 sin <(> (1.9)

in which 1 is the mean free path of the electron over the tilt

orbit.

Measurements of the amplitude of R.F.S.E. signals as a function

of temperature can give information on the temperature depen-

dent part of the electron scattering. If we assume that

Matthiessens rule is valid we can express the averaged colli-

sion frequency v as the sum of a temperature independent term

V Q arising from static defects (i.e. impurities, dislocations

etc.) and a temperature dependent contribution v(T). The tem-

perature independent part can be investigated by means of the

de Haas-van Alphen effect (Springford 1975) . The temperature

dependent contribution is associated with electron-phonon scat-

tering as the electron-electron collision frequency is small

in indium. Taking into account the ic dependence of the impurity

and electron-phonon scattering rates we can write

t,T) = v(it) + v (fc\T) (1.10)

.•fä
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for the total scattering rate.

What temperature dependence can we expect? The relevant quanti-

ties entering a calculation of v e _ D $ »
T ) c a n b e evaluated from

a "golden rule" expression (Gantmakher 1974, Koch and Doezema

1975, see also section 1.3) involving an integration over all

final states k'. As the experiments are carried out at low tem-

peratures the scattering can be considered to be elastic indi-

cating that the electrons remain on the Fermi surface after

having been scattered, in the R.F.S.E. the perturbation of the

distribution function of electrons Af is non zero over a small

region of the Fermi surface, because only electrons on a small

layer are excited in the skin layer. This makes a unique iden-

tification of the scattering rate possible because scattering

from other states k1 back into the state k can be considered to

be negligible compared with scattering out of it (Chambers 1974).

We also assume that the scattering wave vector q=ic'-ic is large

enough to remove the electron from the region of excitation for

tKe majority of the scattering events. If the phonon wave vec-

tor q is much smaller than k f (Fermi wave vector) the number of

.phonons available for scattering an electron on the Fermi sur-

face is proportional to q at low temperatures and varies thus
2

as T . Another factor T-q is coming from the phonon amplitude

in the electron-phonon matrix elements (Ziman 1960, 1969). At low

temperatures one expects thus a power law of the form

t\ m3ve_p(ic,T) = (1-11)

The quantity y(k) represents the anisotropy of the electron-

phonon scattering. This expression is only valid in the limit

T-M). At higher temperatures the matrix elements are not simply

proportional to q and deviations from a T dependence can be

expected (Tomlinson and Carbotte, 1976).

Even if we assume the validity of eq.(1.11) a T 3 dependence is

not always expected to be found in the R.F.S.E.. The region to

which the perturbation of the equilibrium of the distribution

function (effective region) is confined can change its size as

a function of position on the Fermi surface. Roughly we can
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q » max(A.k,A»k)

min(A.k,A_k) < q < max(Ajk,A_k)

q « min(A k,A_k) = diffusion limit

q « kf
kfJ « q « kf2

q » kf

q « kf

v = TJe-p
V « Te-p
v a Te-p

v æ T 3 - T5

e-p

v = T5

e-p

table 1.1 Temperature dependencies of the electron-phonon
scattering rate, q is a characteristic ph'onon
wave vector, A.k and A.k are characteristic di-
mensions of the effective zone, k is the Fermi
wave vector and k_. and k „ are dimensions of a
Fermi surface in the form of a long cylinder.

represent this region by a rectangle with characteristic dimen-

sions Aĵ k, A2k. The estimates of these dimensions in particular

cases will be done in section 3.1.1.(figure 3.5). If q>max(Ajk,-

A,k) an electron will be removed from the effective region in
^ 3

one scattering event and a T is expected. If q<max(A1k,A2k)

not every scattering event takes the electron outside the ef-

fective region and deviations of a T" dependence can be expect-

ed. The most familiar effect in which one can detect deviations

of a T dependence due to ineffective electron scattering is

the d.c. resistivity, in which often a T dependence is obser-

ved. (This situation is often called diffusion limit because

more than one scattering event is needed to assure that the

electrons do not take part in the conduction any longer.) Oth-

er temperature dependencies can also be found if the Fermi

surface has a particular shape. If the Fermi surface is repre-

sented by a cylinder with k f 2 along the axis of the cylinder

the radius and kf,<<q<<k£_ we are loosing one power in
and

the temperature dependence. Thus if we assume that the matrix

elements vary with q, we can expect alterations of the T3 de-

pendence due to the shape of the Fermi surface and size of the

effective zones. In table 1.1 we summarize the possible tem-

perature dependencies that we can expect in the experiments.

As we can see in table 1.1 a l l types of intermediate situa-

tions are possible and a temperature dependence between n=l

and n=5 in vQ =Y(k)Tn can be expected. The intermediate tem-

IB

•3
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perature dependencies are found in experiments (e.g. Tsoi et

al. 1969, Blaney et al. 1970 and Myers et al. 1972, see also

chapter 3.1.1).

As a conclusion of this section we can state that a study of

the temperature dependence of the line amplitude of the R.F.S.E,

signal is a useful tool to get information about the electron-

phonon scattering rate. In the parallel field geometry an aver-

aged scattering rate over extremal orbits is obtained and in

the tilted field geometry almost local values can be measured.

1.2 COMPARISON WITH OTHER EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

In this section we give a brief description of other important

experimental methods with which the electron-phonon scattering

rates can be studied. As shown in the introduction the elec-

tron-phonon interaction influences many properties of metals,

such as resistivity, thermal conductivity etc.. Not all of

these properties are however suitable for a study of lifetime

anisotropies. There are two basic requirments:

a. The effect under consideration must select a well-defined

group of electrons on the Fermi surface and

b. the scattering should be totally effective.

This leaves us with only a few possible techniques one of which

is the R.F.S.E. described in the preceding section. Two impor-

tant other methods are (1) magnetic field induced surface

states (MFISS) and (2) Azbel-Kaner cyclotron resonance (AKCR) .

The attenuation of ultra-sound has also had some succes in

scattering anisotropies studies (Phua et al. 1971) , although

the effectiveness of an electron scattering is not very well

defined in this experiment. We give a short description of

MFISS and AKCR.

1.2.1 MAGNETIC FIELD INDUCED SURFACE STATES

Near the surface of a metal in the presence of a weak magnetic

field parallel to the surface there exist magnetic surface lev-

els associated with electrons skipping along the surface with

successive reflections from it (Nee and Prange 1967, Prange and

Nee 1968) . The electrons are trapped in bound states near the
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Fig. 1.3 Classical skipping electron trajectory, triangular
potential well and allowed resonant transition ,
levele. For typical parameters H-10 Oe and hu~10 eV
the penetration depth of the trajectory is of the
order of the microwave skin depth 6. The angle 9 is
typically 1°. (After Koch and Doezema 1975)

surface in a triangular potential well (figure 1.3). Transi-

tions between the various levels can be induced with a micro-

wave (typically 35 GHz) e.m. field and are usually detected at

very low magnetic field .intensities (-10 Oe) . The penetration

depth of the surface level i s then of the order 10 cm.

(figure 1.3). The scattering rate can be determined from a

line shape analysis of the resonance signal (Doezema and Koch

1972). The advantage of this method is that the obtained scat-

tering rate corresponds to an essentially local value on the

Fermi surface. The electrons are resonantly excited by the r .f .

field as they periodically cross the small segment of arc po-

sitioned symmetrically about the line v =0 (figure 1.3). This
z

means that the width on the Fermi surface is of the order

10 k_. The length of the orbit depends on the sharpness of the

extremum of the Fermi surface and is of the order 10~1kf (Doe-

zema and Koch 1975). Another advantage of this method is the

fact that in the same experiment the electron velocity can be

obtained (Doezema and Koch 1972a). The limitations of the

M.F.I.S.S. experiment are 1) not every metal can be made suffi-

ciently smooth to assure the occurence of specular reflection 2)

the identification of the position of the resonant electrons on

the Frrmi surface is an easy matter only if fora magnetic field

fe

f?
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direction given there is a single valued Fermi surface radius.

Until now this method has only been used to investigate the

anisotropy of the electron-phonon scattering rate in Cu

(Doezema and Koch 1972, 1972a) and Al (Doezema and Wegehaupt

1975). In Cu a lot of points on the Fermi surface were inves-

tigated resulting in a detailed mapping of the anisotropy of

the scattering rate on the Fermi surface. Results of Gantmakher

and Gasparov (1973) in Cu obtained with R.F.S.E. agreed very

well with MFISS experiments. In Al only a few points on the

Fermi surface were investigated.

r

1.2.2 AZBEL-KANER CYCLOTRON RESONANCE

Cyclotron resonance is a temporal resonance. It is observed in

a metal plate exposed to a microwave e.m. field when a magnetic

field is applied parallel to the sample surface. The e.m. field

in the skin layer changes by an integral number of cycles be-

tween consecutive passages of the electron through the skin

layer. The relaxation time x must be much higher than the time

for one cycle of the e.m. field UT>>1. Azbel-Kaner cyclotron

resonance (Azbel and Kaner 1958) occurs at magnetic fields

satisfying (i)=nu (n=l,2,...). If a resonance occurs this gives

a measurable change in the e.m. wave absorption of a resonance-

cavity mounted on the sample. The experimentally observed res-

onances can be related to relaxation times in two different

ways

1) One can study the exponential decay of the AKCR subharmonics

at low magnetic fields as was proposed by Häussler and Welles

(1966) . The amplitude of the n-.th CR line is given by

2
n (1.12)

£

f

Pi

i

It is possible to determine v by constructing a graph of
2

In(A_/n ) as a function of n and measuring the slope of the

straight line for n sufficiently large. This approach is useful

if OJT is not too large, as eq.(1.12) is only valid when

2irn>>o)T. For n very large the time the electrons take to pass

through the skin layer becomes comparable with the period of

u
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the microwave field. This is called the retardation effect

(see e.g. Gantmakher 1974). Another difficulty of this method

is that the effective zone on the Fermi surface can vary wi\_.

the resonancenumbar n.

2) One can study the line shape of the resonance. Chambers

(1965) gave a simple relation between the line shape of a cy-

clotron resonance signal and the relaxation time T of the e-

lectrons. This relation is only valid if U T > 5 0 and at the same

time only few electrons contribute to the resonance. Castaing

and Goy (1973) have used such a line shape analysis to deter-

mine the average scattering rate for an orbit on the third

zone of indium. The major difficulty is the condition U T > 5 0 .

This means that the electron must go around its orbit many

times before it is scattered. It is therefore necessary to

orient the magnetic field parallel to the sample surface very

accurately. If this is not properly done the electrons will

not return to the skin layer each time they complete an orbit,

because they slowly drift into the sample (for a non-central

orbit). Such an effect should result in an underestimate

of the measured scattering frequency. The required accuracy

may be smaller than one minute of arc(Moore 1966, Poulsen et

al. 1970).

Summary of section 1.2:

The advantage of MFISS experiments over the R.F.S.E. is that a

really local value of the scattering may be obtained, while in

the limiting point R.F.S.E. it is only a quasi-local value. How-

ever in view of the rather stringent experimental requirements

in MFISS experiments and also AKCR experiments we feel that the

R.F.S.E. is presently the most suitable method of investigation

of the electron-phonon scattering rate anisotropy.

1.3 THE ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION

A theoretical treatment of the electron-phonon interaction re-

quires a rather advanced many-body approach (Grimvall 1976) .

The experimental consequences of the interaction are however

in most cases relatively simple. For instance the effective

•M
•:-2S
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mass of an electron that moves in a "phonon-cloud" becomes

heavier. It is possible to describe this enhancement of the

mass by a simple parameter, called the electron-phonon mass en-

hancement parameter X (it) . The relation between the experimental

measured mass m and the mass as calculated by a band struc-

ture calculation m, (Grimvall 1976) is given by m =(1+X)mt).

The same kind of relation holds for the velocity of the elec-

trons v =v,/(1+X). The electron-phonon interaction also in-

fluences the lifetime of the electrons in state k~.

For a description of the electron-phonon interaction knowledge

of the electron spectrum as well as the phonon spectrum is

needed. Only the conduction electrons in the metal are involved

in this interaction, i.e. the electrons at the Fermi energy.

The Fermi surface can be described by a" K.K.R.Z. or O.P.W. de-

scription. In these formalisms the Schrodinger equation includ-

ing the crystal potential is solved. The K.K.R.Z. formalism in

which Green's functions are used was developed by Korringa

(1947), Kohn and Rostoker (1954) and Ziman (1965) and was used

by de Groot et al.(1977) to describe the indium Fermi surface.

In the somewhat simpler O.P.W. formalism a pseudopotential,

which is a weak potential compared to the true potential is

used together with orthogonalized plane waves for the wave

functions (see e.g. Phillips et al. 1959 and Harrison 1966) .

For indium the Fermi surface is described with the pseudo-

potential model by amongst others van Weeren et al.(1972),

Harmans (1975) and Holtham (1976).

The phonon spectrum of indium can also be calculated within the

formalism of pseudopotential theory as has been done by Garrett

and Swihart (1975). At low temperatures however it is suffi-

cient to use a Debye spectrum and to calculate the sound veloc-

ity s and polarisation vectors of the phonons by solving the

dynamical matrix with the elastic constants obtained from

ultrasonic studies of Chandrasekhar and Rayne (1961) .

We now briefly outline the basic concepts of the electron-pho-

non interaction. Consider- an electron that scatters from state

(k,e£) to the state &',egt) by emission or absorption of a

phonon in state (q,huH-) . (See figure 1.4).

i
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1.4 Schematic representation of (a) absorption and (b)
emission of a phonon by an electron with wave vec-
tor k.

The total probability P for an electron to be scattered from k

to k' is given by the golden rule expression

ft:
ft

(1.13)

M is the matrixelement associated to the transition from k to

ic' via a phonon q with polarisation a and the 6-functions as-

sure the conservation of energy and momentum. The function $+

involves the product of the occupation-numbers of phonons n in

state q and of the electrons f, , in state k1. The distribution

functions of electrons f, , and phonons n (assumed to be ini-

tially in equilibrium) are given by Fermi and Bose functions as

fk(e) = (eB+l)"1, where B=(e-ep)/kBT and n (e)=(e
t+l)"1, where

t=E/kBT. The + sign in $+ stands for phonon absorption and the

minus sign for the phonon emission i.e. $ =n (1-f, ,) and

*_=(l+n ) (l-fk,) . The total scattering rate is then given by

v+(k) =
4ir

(1.14)

At low temperatures the energy of the phonons is much less than

the energy of the electrons (in indium at 4 K, hw->=0.3 meV «

efc=8.7 eV). This means that scattering of an electron by a pho-

non can be considered to be elastic. Eq.(l.l4) can be rewritten

as follows

rf
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v. (it) = -±? f p+(it,it
4ir '

(1.15)

the integration being now restricted to the Fermi surface. In

the experiments the electrons are not strictly at the Fermi en-

ergy, but in a small energy band (=kT) around eF- The expres-

sion for the scattering rate is than slightly more complicated.

For comparison with the experiment the appropriate quantity for

v (it) is an average of v(it,e) over energies near the Fermi level.

As discussed by Wagner and Albers (1975) the relation between

these two expressions can be given by

<v (Jc): f de (- 33 e
( e ))v(it,e) = R v(Icfe=ep) (1.16)

The factor R can vary between 12/7 and 1 and is, for compar-

ison with scattering rates obtained from R.F.S.E. measurements,

depending on the probability that electrons can go from one

side of the sample to the other.

The integration over dS., in eq.(1.15) can be split in an in-

tegration over phonon frequencies and an integration over the

Fermi surface by inserting a 5-function

J do » ± j du §|M|
2 6(o)-o)k_k.)

o FS

dS,.,
(1.17)

We now can define the dimensionless quantity a dt,oj)F((ti) which

is also used in the theory of superconducting tunneling experi-

ments. F(oj) is the phonon density of states and a (!c,a>)F((ij) de-

scribes the coupling of electrons in state it to all other

states on the Fermi surface by phonons with energy hw and is

defined by

a 2 (it, u) F (o) =
4ir-

(1.18)

FS
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and v+{k) i s then

= ^f J *2(£,(o) 4+(it\q) (1.19)

The <x F determines also the electron-phonon mass enhancement

parameter X which is defined as (Wilkins 1968)

X(k) = 2 do, (1.20)

Calculation of the scattering rate requires also the matrixel-

ement M. In the rigid ion approximation M can be evaluated

using a series expansion of the structure factor in an O.P.W.

calculation in which the phonons are treated as small displace-

ments of the ions from their equilibrium positions. Ziman

(1960, 1969) has shown that the matrixelement squared in this

model is propprtional to q (if no Umklapp-processes are in-

cluded) . Assuming a Debye spectrum for the phonons with iso-

tropic sound velocity s and a spherical Fermi surface around k

we can calculate the surface integral in eq.(l.l8) by using

dSk,=2irq dq. It is than elementary to show that the total scat-

tering rate v (it) =v+ (it) +v_ (it) is proportional to T . This type

of calculation has been used to evaluate^, v(k) in a few metals

like Cu (Nowak 1972, Das 1973), Al (Truant et al. 1974, Meador

et al. 1977), K (Wagner et al. 1975) and Zn (Tomlinson et al.

1975).
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CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

2 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we give a survey of the experimental methods

and the equipment which have been used for the radio frequency

size effect (R.F.S.E.) measurements. In section 2.1 we describe

the methods for preparing the flat thin single-crystal samples

needed in the R.F.S.E. experiments. A description of the used

detection scheme for double sided and one sided excitation ex-

periments is given in section 2.2. Section 2.3 deals with gen-

eral properties of the experimental set up.

2.1. SAMPLE PREPARATION

If a metallic specimen must have precise dimensions, smooth

plan parallel surfaces and at the same time be a single crys-

tal with the minimum possible lattice defects mechanical

treatment and other cutting and polishing methods do not give

satisfactory results for soft and easily deformable metals

like indium. The preparation of thin plan parallel single

crystals of indium suited for experiments on the R.F.S.E. is

described in literature (Sharvin and Gantmakher 1963, de Groot

1974). The methods used for growing these crystals were based

on growing samples from a melt in demountable moulds. These

methods work quite well because indium has a relatively low

melting point (156°C). Besides indium is a very soft material

which means that it is not possible to cut a thin sample from

a rod, that has been grown by the Czochralsky method (de Groot

1974). We prepared several single crystals in demountable

glass-moulds either in air or in vacuum. First we will discuss

the method used to prepare crystals in aiv and then we report

the differences with this method to grow samples in vacuum.

The mould consisted of an upper and lower part, which were

.both optically polished glass plates with dimensions
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25x70x1.5 mm. Spacers were placed between these two plates.

These spacers were also optically flat, but had a mat surface

in order to prevent the formation of optical contact between

them and the upper and lower parts of the mould, which guaran-

teed that the whole assembly could easily be demounted.

Spacers with a different form were used to grow crystals (see

figure 2.1). Spacers with a thickness of 100 urn, 160 ym,

200 um and 500 pm were available, whereas other thicknesses

could be obtained by piling up two or more spacers. In this

case however the mounting of the mould should be done very

carefully. Also, by using a combination of two spacers with

different thicknesses we were able to grow crystals consisting

of two parts with different thicknesses.

i'S?

~ u ^ -

Fig. 2.1 a. Glass mould for casting

specimens

1 glass spacers

2 lower part of the mould

3 upper part of the mould

4 injection hole

b. Various forms of glass

spacers, the rectangular

spacers are used to grow

seed crystals

(b)

The molten indium was injected into the mould by means of a

syringe as shown in figure2.2. The glass plates and syringe

were carefully cleaned in the following way:

First they were immersed in a solution of potassium bichromate

in sulphuric acid during about half an hour. To eliminate

>2
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Fig. 2.2 Kapitza furnace used to grow crystals in air.

traces of metals the syringe and glass plates were cleaned in

hot aqua regia.

The cleaned mould and syringe were finally rinsed for half an

hour in bi-distilled water at 100°C.

Tha method of growing the crystals in air has been described

extensively by de Groot (1974) . We will only give a short

outline of this method.

The mould was placed on a Kapitza furnace (see figure 2.2).

As ingot we used indium of 99.9999 percent purity bought from

the Kawecki-Billiton Co., Arnhem, Holland. A syringe filled

with indium was placed perpendicular to the mould into the

conical opening of the upper part. The mould and syringe were

kept at a temperature just above the melting point of indium.

By giving a little overpressure on the syringe the molten in-

dium was forced into the mould. After this process the syr-

inge was replaced by a seed crystal, which was oriented by

means of X-ray diffraction. After the fusion of the seed

crystal and the indium in the mould the furnace was cooled

down to room temperature, in which process the solidification

4

1 Kr

f;?
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started at the seed crystal. When the furnace and mould had

reached room temperature the seed crystal was cut with a

razor blade. Because of the softness of the material it was

possible to shape the crystal also by cutting with a razor

blade. It is found that a very thin layer of soot on the upper

and lower part of the mould was sufficient to prevent the in-

dium from adhering to the glass. The glass plates were black-

ened with soot from a high-purity ethyl alcohol flame. Also

the edges of the spacers were treated in this way.

The crystals that were grown in air always showed a lower

reflectivity than for instance the seed crystals that were

prepared in vacuum by the Czochralski method. This is possibly

caused by oxidation effects or by carbon diffusion from the

soot layer into the sample.

During the experiments it turned out that in the thinnest

samples (d=100 ym) grown in air no R.F.S.E. signal could be

detected.

This was one of the reasons to develop a method to grow

crystals in vacuum. One of the advantages of this method is

that much less soot on the glass mould is necessary to prevent

the indium from sticking to the glass. As a measure we used

optical attenuation filters. The coated glass plates used in

vacuum had an absorption coefficient comparable to that of a

20 percent attenuation filter, while the ones used in air

correspond to a 50 percent filter.

In vacuum it is not possible to remove the syringe from the

mould after the indium is forced into it. If no oxide layer

is formed the surface tension is so high that indium will pop

out of the mould when the syringe is removed.

The process of producing single crystal specimens in vacuum

with the furnace shown in figure 2.3 is now described

sequentially.

(1) In air a rectangular shaped crystal was grown with the

method described before. The width of this crystal is 4 mm

and its thickness is equal or slightly less than that of

the crystal to be grown in vacuum.

r

is,
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thermocouple
seed holes
crystal

(b) side-view

cooling

thermocouple
hole

glass-mould

thermal isolation

(c)

Fig. 2.3 Arrangement of the furnace and the mould used to grow
crystals in vacuum.

A: seed crystal C: pin for induction heating
B: injection hole D: clamp to cool the seed crystal.
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This rectangular-shaped crystal served as seed crystal and

was placed in the mould in part A (see figure 2.3). One

side of this seed crystal was clamped to part D of the fur-

nace that could be cooled.

(2) The syringe, provided with a heating wire, was inserted in-

to the conical hole B and not removed during the process of

heating up and cooling down. It was connected with a gas

handling system in order to put pressure (about 10 mm Hg)

on it.

(3) The furnace was heated by means of induction currents pro-

duced by a coil around pillar C. Forced cooling with air

through tube E provided a temperature gradient over the

furnace. This temperature gradient was monitored by differ-

ent thermocouples. The furnace, mould and syringe were
—4placed in a vacuum better than 5x10 mm Hg.

(4) He-gas up to a pressure of about 10 mm Hg was let into the

vacuumbox in order to achieve a good fusing of the molten

indium and the cooled seed crystal in the mould. After the

fusion of the seed crystal and the molten indium the box

was evacuated again to avoid spontaneous solidification

from the sides.

(5) The furnace was slowly cooled down to room temperature at

a rate of 4°C/min by decreasing the r.f. induction heating.

Because of the forced cooling on part D the solidification

started from the seed crystal. To avoid pinholes or defects

at arbitrary places in the crystal due to shrinking effects

the syringe was kept at a temperature above the melting

point of the indium, while the furnace was cooled down.

During this process a little overpressure was applied to

the syringe to compensate the contraction of indium upon

cooling down. After the furnace had reached room tempera-

ture the syringe was cooled down. The syringe was pulled

out of the hole B. This did not cause any damage to the

crystal as it is connected to the syringe through a capil-

lary.

(6) The crystal was cut with a razor blade after gentle

demounting of the assembly. Care was taken in using these
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razor blades only a few times to avoid sticking of the

crystal to the blade because of wire-edges. The orienta-

tion of the indium plate was checked with an X-ray back

reflection Laue-technique. The normals of the samples were

along the desired direction to within one degree.

The indium crystals made in vacuum showed a higher reflectiv-

ity than the crystals grown in air. The roughness of the sur-

face, which was checked with a Mirau interference assembly

(Leitz made), did not differ much between crystals made in

vacuum or in air. With a microscope we could establish that

there were less carbon particles visible on crystals made in

vacuum, compared to those made in air. The thickness of the

samples was measured by means of a Leitz metal microscope by

succesively focussing at the sample surface and the carrier

of the sample. This could be compared with the thickness as

deduced from the magnetic field values at which the R.F.S.E.

signal of orbits in symmetry directions appears. The value of

the magnetic field is inversely proportional to the sample

thickness and proportional to kf (see section 1.1). The val-

ues of kf in symmetry directions are very accurately known

from model calculations, in which data from de Haas-van

Alphen effect, R.F.S.E., magneto-acoustic experiments etc.

were used (see e.g. de Groot, Hoff, Rijsenbrij and van Weeren,

1977). In doing so we could determine the thickness of our

crystals to within 1 um.

Very dilute In-Pb alloys were also prepared in a mould in

the same way as the pure In samples. These alloys contained

at most 0.0015 at.percent Pb. The material for these crystals

was prepared by weighting a small amount of Pb and adding

to this an appropriate weight of indium. The material was than

thoroughly mixed in the syringe at a temperature of 190 °C

during at least 12 hours.
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2.2 DETECTION SYSTEM

In this section we describe the detection scheme used in the

bilateral antisymmetric excitation experiments and the unila-

teral excitation experiments. The unilateral excitation exper-

iment is performed using a transmission technique, which we

will discuss in section 2.2.3. In the bilateral antisymmetric

excitation mode a coil is wrapped around the sample. A change

in the surface impedance of the sample induced by the magne-

tic field leads to a detectable change of the impedance of

this coil. Various methods to detect this change can be used.

Commonly one uses either a marginal oscillator (Gantmakher,

1967), with which one detects changes in the real part of the

impedance, or an oscillator which is operating well above the

margin, with which one can detect changes in the imaginary

part of the impedance. However we employed a double twin-T

bridge with which it is possible to measure both components

of the surface impedance simultaneously. The use of a double

twin-T bridge in a general form has been described by Tuttle

(1940). The first application to r.f. technique has been made

by Anderson (1949) for nuclear magnetic resonance, by Taylor

(1965) for doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance and by Matthey

(1969) for the R.F.S.E..

An extensive description of a double twin-T bridge arrange-

ment with which a proper seperation of the real and imaginary

part of the surface impedance can be achieved has been given

by de Groot (1974, hereafter referred to as I). We used this

arrangement to perform our R.F.S.E. measurements. The advan-

tage of the bridge method over the marginal oscillator is

the r.f. power to be considerably larger than the r.f. level

of the oscillator operating in the margin. This means that

the sensitivity of the bridge system can be higher than that

of the marginal oscillator. Another advantage of the bridge

system is the possibility to seperate the real and imaginary

part of the surface impedance and to measure them simulta-

neously. This is an important advantage for temperature

dependent measurements of the line amplitude of the R.F.S.E.

signal, because mixing of the real and imaginary part can
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affect the amplitude of the resonance. In the bridge method

only passive linear components are used and the operating

frequency w remains constant if a R.F.S.E. peak is detected.

The twin-T bridge guarantees good linearity, stability and

signal to noise ratio. We give a short description of the

twin-T bridge used in this work (for more details see I).

2.2.1 THE TWIN-T BRIDGE

The twin-T bridge consists of two T-networks in parallel, one

of which is shown in figure 2.4 together with the transforma-

tion to a n-network. The relations between the impedances in

the two networks are given by

ZA =

Z2Z3
(and cyclic permutations) (2.1)

¥;•

Vt-
li-

The double T-bridge can be transformed in two parallel net-

works. The second n-network will be denoted by primes. The

transfer functions of the bridge, which is given by the ra-

tio of the output voltage V and the input voltage V., takes

the form

ZAZÅ(ZB+ZB>
V. Z A Z Å ( Z B + Z B ) + Z B Z É ( Z A + Z Å )

(2.2)

The bridge is balanced if the output voltage V = 0.

This is the case if the two n-networks are in balance and

such a situation exists whenever Z +Z' = 0. The principal

circuit diagram is shown in figure 2.4c. The balance condi-

tion ZJJ+Z' = 0 leads to two equations, one for the imaginary

part and one for the real part. From these two equations one

can easily show that the two balance conditions are given by
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r ea l par t : (a
zC4C5RRp(l+pi) -1 = 0

C4 C5,
imaginary part: ia^"L lC2+Ci+Cc+—g—)-l - 0

(2.3)

-s

• £ = >

(a)
-0 #-

(b)

Fig. 2.4 a. T-network
b• n-network
c. Principal circuit diagram of a twin-T bridge

The f i rs t condition is related to the resistance R of the

coil , while the second condition is connected with the induc-

tance L of the coi l . If the bridge system is properly balan-

ced a small change in R or L will cause a deviation from
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zero of the output voltage VQ due to a change in the

"R-branch" or "L-branch" respectively. In I it has been shown

that with this configuration of the twin-T bridge indeed a

proper separation of the real and imaginary part can be made.

Three different bridges were used in I for three different

frequencies i.e. 1, 2 and 5 MHz. A new arrangement of the

bridge was developed;̂ :with which it is possible to adjust the

bridge over a considerable range of frequencies. All the com-

ponents in the bridge were remote controlable by switching

with relays. A circuit diagram of the used bridge is shown in

figure 2.5. The bridge in this form could be adjusted to zero

between about 400 kHz and 6.5 MHz. The sensitivity of the

bridge is determined by the transfer function U. There are a

lot of possible choices for the components in the bridge to

adjust it to zero. With a computer we calculated the compo-

U hi-l M-4 MH H

FEED BACK
C R-BRANCH

1 — r T 1 100 nF
100_J200j<OOj_ =fc= 10 M

TTTTi
c / l

4-IS

FEED BACK
L-BRANCH

Fig. 2.5. Scheme of the dduble twin-T bridge used in the
experiments. Capacitances in pF and resistances
in £2. The varicaps are denoted by D.
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nents in the bridge to achieve the highest sensitivity. As a

general rule we can state that the capacitances that can be

switched parallel co the capacitance diodes Cj and C 2 should

be as small as possible. In practice the other components in

the bridge did not differ very much from the theoretical ones.

The frequency at which the bridge system is the most sensi-

tive turned out to be experimentally about 5 MHz in accord-

ance with our calculations. Normally our experiments were

carried out at this frequency. The bridge balance could be

maintained during the experiment by means of a feed-back sys-

tem. A voltage that is proportional to the possible unbalance

of the bridge was led to a couple of diodes that change their

capacitance in dependence of the applied voltage. These va-

ricaps were connected parallel to the C1 and C 2 and are de-

noted by D in figure 2.5.

2.2.2 OUTLINE OF THE DETECTION SYSTEM

A block diagram of the experimental set up with the double

twin-T bridge is given in figure 2.6. Two kinds of modulation

techniques were used, magnetic field modulation and phase

modulation of the radio frequency. This resulted in three

different phase sensitive detection systems which were used

in series.

(1) phase sensitive detection of the radio frequency

The radio frequency supplied by a high stability signal gen-

erator is divided into two signals by means of a power

splitter (PD). One part of the signal is used to drive the

bridge. The output of the bridge is divided in two after

being amplified by a broad-band pre-amplifier (PA). The sig-

nals are led to the high frequency phase detectors (PD1).

The other part of the generator signal is led through a

phase shifter (PS1), divided into two signals which differ

90° in phase and then led as a reference signal to the phase

detectors (PD1). Rpcause of phase shifts in the leads, div-

iders, shifters etc. the phase detectors are detecting only

a component of the signal. This is best illustrated in fig-

ure 2.7. Vector OA represents the signal. If the bridge is

i
•-.va
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FR -

1
MPS

• rec

.rec

rcc

Fig. 2.6 Block diagram of the experimental set-up with the
twin-T bridge

G Schlunberger FS 30/7 digital signal generator
PD 50 J2 power divider
PM 0/180 phase modulator of the r.f. generator signal
B double twin-T bridge
PA broadband pre-amplifier
PS1/PS2 phase shifters, Merrimac type PS-4
PDl(PDl') RF phase detector R (X) branch
PD2(PD2') phase modulation phase detector R (X)
PD3(PD3') field modulation phase detector R (X)
REF 0SC1 535 Hz oscillator for phase modulation of RF signal
REF 0SC2 low frequency oscillator for magnetic field modulation
DLPF double low pass filter
MA audio power amplifier
FR field dial regulator, Varian V-FR 2803
MPS magnet power supply, Varian V-2803
M twelve inch iron magnet, Varian V-3900
h Hall-probe
m modulation coils
L coil around the sample
rec Moseley recorder 2 FAM, x-y recorder

£
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Fig. 2.7 Vector OA represents the R.F.S.E.-signal.
a is the angle between the Re1 and Im1 axis and needs
not to be 90 (see text). This angle can be adjusted
to 90 by means of PS2.
The angle B between the Re and the Re1 axis can be
made zero by means of PS1.

balanced an arbitrary coordinate system is created which is

denoted by primes. The real and imaginary axis in this primed

system are not at right angles because of differences in the

leads of the two branches. Phase shifter 2 serves to adjust

the angle a between the Re1 and Im1 axis to 90°. Phase shift-

er 1 serves for rotating the primed coordinate system untill

it coincides with the real Re and Im axis. This procedure

can be checked in the following way:

The bridge was deliberately unbalanced by a small modulation

signal that was led on a capacitance diode in one of the two

branches. The outputs of the low frequency phase detectors

(535 Hz) in the "R" and "L" branche, that were used as a

feed-back system, were put on the X- and Y-axis of an oscil-

loscope. If a proper separation of the real and imaginary

part of the surface impedance was established by adjusting

PS1 and PS2 a small modulation applied to the R-branche

caused only a signal in the feed-back of that branch. This

was seen as a straight horizontal line on the oscilloscope.

A small modulation of the "L"-branche caused in this situa-

tion a straight vertical line.
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A second method to check the correct separation between real

and imaginary part of the impedance was found in the study of

the proton resonance NMR line shape. This signal could be de-

tected because of the glue (GE varnish) with which the coil

was glued. The details of this experiment can be found in I.

Special attention was paid to the separation of the real and

imaginary part during a temperature cycle of the sample (be-

tween 4.2 and 1.5 K ) . No noticeable deviation of the correct

seperation situation was found during a temperature dependent

measurement.

(2) low frequency phase detection of the phase modulated

signal

The signal out of the r.f. detector can be used to feed back

to the bridge system to keep it balanced (see also I). In

order to stabilize this loop the radio frequency that was led

to the bridge was phase modulated (PM). With a repetition of

535 Hz the phase of the r.f. signal was shifted over 180 .

This results in a square wave of 535 Hz after the r.f. phase

detector (PD1). Because field modulation of the magnetic

field was used there is a modulation signal superimposed on

this square wave. Phase sensitive detection (PD2) of the

square wave results in a d.c. component and an a.c. compo-

nent coining from the field modulation. After filtering

(LPF) of the a.c. signal the d.c. component is fed back to

the varicaps iiv»the bridge. The repetition frequency of the

phase modulation is not critical although care must be taken

that it is not a multiple of 50 Hz which is the frequency of

the power supply.

(3) low frequency phase detection of the field modulated

signal

In-this part of the detection scheme we detect on the low

frequency with which the magnetic field has been modulated.

By using this technique we detect in the end not the real

and imaginary part of the surface impedance but the deriv-

atives with respect to magnetic field i.e. dR/dH and dX/dH.

The signal from this last lock-in system was led either to

the Y-axis of a two pen recorder or to the taperecorder of

a small computer that was used to store the data.
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2.2.3 TRANSMISSION METHOD

In unilateral excitation experiments we used a method that was

developed by Druyvesteyn and Smets (1969) and Gabel (1970).

In this arrangement an excitation coil is wrapped around a

hollow copper box of which one part is the sample to be stud-

ied (see I). A pick-up coil is placed inside the box. An elec-

tromagnetic wave is send onto the sampie. The R.F.S.E. signal

will be detected as a change of the transmission of this elec-

tromagnetic wave through the crystal.

The secondary coil measures the transmission of the electro-

magnetic wave. There are two serious problems in using this

method. First it is not at all clear which part of the sur-

face impedance is measured (see I ) . Care must be taken in

temperature dependent measurements of the line amplitude. If

the mixing between the real and imaginary part of the surface

impedance is changing with temperature also the line shape

will change. This can affect the temperature dependence of

the amplitude. Secondly there is always a backgrond signal

that is 100 to 1000 times stronger than the transmitted sig-

nal. This signal is coming from leakage of the wave along

the crystal into the box. The mixing of this backgrond sig-

nal and the transmission signal makes the measurements com-

plex. The background signal is highly dependent on the geo-

metrical configuration of the excitation and the pick up

coil, which can even result in a field and temperature de-

pendence. Different detection systems can be used to com-

pensate for the background signal (see e.g. v.d. Maas, 1976).

The advantages of the transmission technique are:

1) the input level of the electromagnetic wave can be chosen

much higher than in the twin-T bridge arrangement and

2) the study of the frequency dependence of the signal is

much easier.

A detailed description of detection schemes are- given in I

and v.d. Maas (1976) .

In our experiments we were primarily interested in the tem-

perature dependence of the line amplitude of the R.F.S.E.

signal. In the twin-T bridge arranaement the separation of

•'4
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the real and imaginary part of the surface impedance is well

defined and constant during a temperature dependent measure-

ment. In the transmission technique no criterion for separating

the R and X signals is present. Another advantage of the twin-T

bridge over the transmission method is that the twin-T bridge

is essentially a null-indicator and a sensitive r.f. amplifier

can be used, while in the transmission experiments the signal

can be masked by a huge background. For these reasons we have

used in our experiments the twin-T bridge arrangement. Only if

an unilateral excitation was needed we used the transmission

technique.

2.3 GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

2.3.1 DEWAR SYSTEM AND TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

A conventional glass dewar system was used. The temperature of

the helium bath could be stabilized to within 0.01 K between

4.2 and 1.4 K by adjusting the pumping rate by means of an

electronic control system ("Leybolds Kryokonstanter B") or a

mechanical control system.

The temperature was measured with a calibrated germanium re-

sistor. The input power in the resistor was less than

10 Watt to prevent it from heating up. We always measured

the temperature by means of the vapour pressure of the bath

as well. The pressure was monitored with two Wallace & Tiernan

manometers for pressures down to about 0.1 Torr. The vapour
4

pressures were converted to temperatures using the He scale

of temperatures.

In case temperature dependent measurements at temperatures

above 4.2 K were performed a germanium resistor was used that

was specially suited and calibrated for this temperature

range (4-10 K). The germanium resistor as well as the sample

were mounted on a copper frame to ensure a good thermal con-

tact, because the sample is not immersed in liquid helium

during these experiments.
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2.3.2 SAMPLE HOLDERS

Two different sample holders were used: one for the parallel

field effect and one for the tilted field effect measurements.

The sample holder for the tilted field effect measurements

could be adapted to serve for the transmission experiment.

-3

Fig. 2.8 Sample holder for the twin-T

bridge arrangement

1. rods to adjust the sample

parallel to the magnetic

field

2. copper frame

3. sample-table holder

4. hole for the germanium

resistor

5. coil

6. heating resistor

7. teflan top of the copper

frame

cross section A-A

The sample holder fov the parallel field effect consists of

a copper frame which can be oriented with respect to the mag-

netic field with three tubes from the top of the dewar

(figure 2.8). By turning the tubes the copper frame can be

translated in vertical direction. The alignment of the magne-

tic field parallel to the surface of the crystal was achieved

by making use of the R.F.S.E. By studying the splitting of

the R.F.S.E. line as a function of magnetic field orientation

the field can be aligned to within 0.5 degree in a direction

parallel to the surface of the sample (see also Gantmakher

and Krylov (1965)) .
i
É
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Various supports of the crystals were used. A glass table was

used for the very thin specimens with thickness less than

260 pm. A coil consisting of 50 windings of 50 pm Cu-wire was

wrapped around a dummy sample and glued. After removing of

the dummy the coil was gently shifted over the thin glass-

plate (=100 pm) and fixed to it by a drop of G.E. varnish.

The crystal was gently shifted over the glass-plate into the

coil and fixed on one point with G.E. varnish. The glass-plate

including coil and sample was fixed on a copper or plastic

support that was screwed under the copper frame (figure 2.8).

The thicker samples were placed directly on a copper frame.

The coil was fixed in a small groove. The germanium resistor

was mounted in a hole on top of the copper frame, while a

heating resistor was placed on the bottom.

If this sample holder is used the direction of the magnetic

field with respect to the crystallographic orientations can

only be varied by rotating the iron magnet. The direction of

the magnetic field relative to the crystallographic axis of

the sample was determined to within 0.5° using the symmetry

of R.F.S.E. measurements.

The sample holder for the tilted field measurements has fa-

cilities for rotating the crystal on the copper frame (fig-

ure 2.9). In this case the crystal is mounted vertically.

The alignment of the magnetic field is done by rotating the

magnet and can be determined from symmetry properties of the

tilted field signal. The tilt angle of the magnetic field

relative to the surface is determined by the position of the

magnet. By rotating the copper frame the direction of the

magnetic field is varied in relation to the crystallographic

axis.

Both sample holders can be used to perform temperature de-

pendent measurements at temperatures above 4.2 K. In this

case the sample is not immersed in the liquid helium. A non

magnetic stainless steel tube can be mounted around the

sample holder and sealed with an O-ring at the top of the

sample holder. This tube can be pumped and a little bit of

•1
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cross-section B-B

—®

Fig. 2.9

Sample holder for the

tilted field measure-

ments

1. sample-table holder

2. rod to rotate the

sample-table

3. worm gear

4. germanium resistor

helium gas serves as exchange gas between the helium bath

and the sample. A heating resistor serves to increase the

temperature.

ät
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2.3.3 MAGNETIC FIELD CALIBRATION

A field regulated Varian 12-inch iron magnet was used. The

accuracy of the fielddial calibration for the low field re-

gime (< 5 kG) in which the Gantmakher resonances are observ-

ed is not sufficient over long terms. Accurate field meas-

urements were obtained in the following way. At the lowest

temperatures (i.e. with the highest R.F.S.E. signals) the

signals for different directions of the magnetic field were

recorded. The dewar was moved out of the magnet and a

Rawson-Lush rotating coil Gaussmeter was placed at the

center. Different gauge-lines were than recorded on the same

paper on the recorder. In this way an accuracy of 1 percent

was achieved for the magnetic field values. The rotating

coil Gaussmeter was calibrated with n.m.r. technique. The

external magnetic field was modulated at 7.8 Hz from 0.1

to 25 Oe depending on the width of the R.F.S.E. peak.

" 55
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS OF TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT MEASUREMENTS

3 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we describe experimental data on the tempera-

ture dependence of R.P.S.E. line amplitudes. In section 3.1 we

discuss data associated with the second zone hole surface of

indium, which have been obtained from central orbits, break

orbits and limiting points etc.. Most of the orbits show a T

dependence for the logarithm of the line amplitude. For the

orbits showing a T dependence the value of the scattering

rate averaged over the orbit can be deduced from parallel

field experiments and local values of the scattering rate from

limiting point experiments. A discussion of the scattering ef-

fectiveness at each point along the orbit will also be given

in this subsection. It shows that in thick samples the scat-

tering is effective for any point on the orbit. In thin sam-

ples, however, scattering ineffectiveness leads to deviations

of the T dependence.

In section 3.2 we describe the results of parallel field and

limiting point measurements for the third zone electron Fermi

surface. As a consequence of the small dimensions of third

band orbits very thin specimens have to be used and the ef-

fect of multiple turns of the electrons in the thickness of

the sample has been studied in both pure indium and very di-

lute In-Pb alloys

#'-
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3.1 MEASUREMENTS ON THE SECOND ZONE FERMI SURFACE

Indium, atomic number 49, is a group Illb trivalent metal

which crystallizes in a face centred tetragonal structure

with a c/a ratio of 1.083 (Barret 1962). The Brillouin zone

is similar to that for a f.c.c. structure except for an

= 8 percent compression along the kz-axis. This tetragonal

symmetry causes that the points X and N, T and W, and K and U

are no longer equivalent and the smallest symmetry section

i-
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Fig. 3.1 a. Brillouin zone of indium
b. The indium free-electron model hole surface.

contains /16 part of the Brillouin zone. In figure 3.1 we

show the Brillouin zone together with the second zone hole

Fermi surface in the extended scheme. The second zone hole

surface has the form of a distorted sphere. There has been

done a lot of work concerning the topology of the Fermi

surface of indium. The first R.F.S.E. study has been done

by Gantmakher and Krylov (1966) in order to measure the an-

isotropy of the electron momentum andthey compared the results

with the predictions of a free electron model. Later on exper-

imental data (de Haas-van Alphen effect, magneto-acoustic ef-

fect, R.F.S.E., cyclotron resonance etc.) have been used to

fit the matrixelements entering pseudopotential model calcu-

lations. By now there exist several sets of coefficients which

all describe the Fermi surface fairly well (see Holtham 1976

and references herein, and Harmans 1975) . In a recent work de

Groot et al. 0.977) fitted Fermi surface dimensions measured with

the R.F.S.E. to the 1 = 0,1,2 phase shifts entering a KKRZ mod-

el calculation. We use their results to locate the measured or-

bits on the Fermi surface. In figure 3.2 we show the three

principal cross sections of the second zone hole surface. As

seen from these figures many R.F.S.E. signals can be observed

on the second zone. We have labeled the lines in conformity

1
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(001) central cross section of
the 2nd zone hole surface,
showing a-, b-, X- and d-lines.

(100) central cross section of
the 2nd zone hole surface,
showing X- and d-lines. The
dots represent central orbits.

(110) central cross-section of
the 2nd zone hole surface,
showing c- and c'-orbit.

Fig. 3.2 Cross section of the Fermi surface of indium (after
de Groot et al. 1977).
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with the notation of Gantmakher and Krylov (1966). In figure

3.2 we have used 2ir/a = 1 as a unit of length in which

a =.4.5557 A is the value of the lattice constant at helium

temperature.

3-1.1 CENTRAL ORBITS SHOWING A T DEPENDENCE

This subsection deals with the central orbits on the second

zone that show a T dependence of the line amplitude. The av-

eraged scattering rates over these orbits can be determined.

The effect of multiple turns of the electrons in the thickness

of the sample will be discussed. We also pay attention to the

effectiveness of a single scattering event as a function of the

position along the orbit and its influence on the detected

scattering rate.

Many metals have been invt .igated by meav.d of the R.F.S.E. in

order to gather information on electron-phonon scattering ratea

This information can be obtained by studying the temperature

dependence of the R.F.S.E. line amplitude. Assuming that an

electron cannot complete many full orbits in the sample before

it is scattered the amplitude of the signal is given by (see

section 1.1)

r.

A = C e-vt (3.1)

in which C is a constant, v is the averaged scattering rate o-

ver the orbit and t is the time required to go from one side

of the sample to the other. In metals in which the momentum kf

of the electrons on the Fermi surface is much bigger than the

phonon momentum q in the temperature region under consideration

a T dependence of the scattering rate is expected according to

table 1.1 and we can write v(T) = v +yr . If one plots the log-

arithm of the amplitude against T one expects a linear depen-

dence. Indeed in a lot of materials this expected behaviour has

been detected e.g. in K (Tsoi and Gantmakher 1969, Blaney and

Parsons 1970, Wagner and Albers 1975), Sn (Gantmakher and

Sharvin 1965, Druyvesteyn and Smets 1970), Cu (Gantmakher and

Gasparov 1973), In (Snyder 1972, Hoff et al. 1976),

•vt
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(a )

Ag (Gasparov 1976, Johnson and Goodrich 1976), Al (Peeters

1976), Cd and Zn (Myers et a l . 1974). Figure 3.3a shows the

R.F.S.E. signal of a b'-peak (see figure 3.1) in a sample with

,a (101) surface plane and the mag-

netic field in the [lOl] direction

at three different temperatures.

From this figure we can conclude

that neither the line shape nor

the locations of the extrema of

the signals change with temper-

Fig. 3.3 a. Temperature dependence of

the dR/dH signal of the

b'-peak in a crystal with

thickness d = 360 pm

b. Plot of the amplitudes

(see inset) of the b ' -

peak of figure 3.3a.
450 470 490

H(Oe)

t
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ature. A change of the line shape or a shift of the locations

of the extremes can influence the temperature behaviour of the

line amplitude. The logarithm of the amplitude of dR/dH and

dX/dH is linear in T as shown in figure 3.3b. The error in the

amplitude measurements does not exceed the size of the symbols

in figure 3.3b. The slope of the straight line is related to

the orbit average yt through equation 3.1. The time t is eval-

uated from the expression

. = he r2 dk
eH I vj

Kl

(3.2)

where vxis the component of the velocity vfc normal to the mag-

netic field di raction and the integration is carried out over

the path in k-space corresponding to the real space trajectory

from one side of the sample to the other. H is the magnetic

field and c the velocity of light. In this way we obtain a val-

ue for Y averaged over the orbit. It is however important to

realize that a T dependence of the line amplitude is not ne-

cessarily a guarantee for correct orbit averaged scattering

rates. Both multiple turns of electrons in the thickness of the

sample and the ic-dependence of scattering effectiveness can un-

der certain circumstances modify the slope of the experimental

curves and leave the T dependence unchanged.

Under different conditions the effect of multiple turns of the

electrons can affect the temperature dependence of the ampli-

tude of the R.F.S.E. signal (Druyvesteyn and Smets 1970, Hoff

and de Groot 1977) or the coefficient y in equation (3.1)

(Johnson et al. 1976) . Deviations from T 3 shall be discussed in

section 3.2.1. We will now discuss the influence of multiple

turns on y. In the case of multiple turns eq.(3.1) is replaced

by (see section 1.1)

C Z, e" n v t

n=I
-vt

1-e-vt
(3.3)

1
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For tae orbits under consideration it is assumed that

v(T) = v +
o

yT in which y is by definition a constant for a
_

particular orbit. Substituting for v(T) in eq.(3.3) we obtain

In A = In C - vQt - - ln(l - e"vt> (3.4)

In the case of multiple turns the temperature dependence of

In A deviates from the T behaviour, because of the T-depend-

ence of the term ln(l - e~vt) . However if ytT « v Q t = 1 for

the temperature range used in the measurements we may write

- e"vot e" Y t T ) « ^ * 3

l-e'V

l-e"V
ytT3

and thus

In A « In C - v t - ln(l - e vofc) - (o
1-e-V

(3.5)

This expression reduces to the simple result of eq.(3.1) for

v t » l . Eq.(3.5) shows that multiple turns can lead to a T

dependence but with a different slope and intercept. The slope

is dependent on the impurity scattering v . It is in general

not possible to know a priori under which circumstances the

measurements are done. Johnson et al. (1976) found in their

experiments on silver a T dependence of In A. They demon-

strated by successively making their sample thinner by means

of an acid polishing technique (thus altering t in eq.(3.5))

that the electrons indeed were suffering from the multiple

turn effect. This procedure is inapplicable to indium, be-

cause of its extreme softness. We did not succeed in making

thin samples by means of polishing techniques without dam-

aging the crystals. To study the multiple turn effect in
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Fig. 3.4 Results of temperature dependent measurements on samples
that consisted of two parts with different thicknesses.

indixim, step-samples were grown with two different thicknessess

(see inset figure 3.4), in order to have the same v in the two
o

parts. In figure 3.4 we show the results of temperature depend-

ent measurements of an a-peak (normal to the sample n//[lOO],

angle between the magnetic field ard the [010]-direction 10 de-

grees) in a sample with d.=261 um and d2=362 um and of a fa-

peak (n//[llO], 3//[llo]) in a sample with dx=256 um and

d2=540 ym, (dj and d2 are the two thicknesses of the crystal) .

The experimental points were fitted by a weighted least square

method to eq.(3.1). This formula was written as y = C. + C_x =

f(x) in which y = In A, Cj = In C - vQt, C2 = -yt and x = T
3.

As a start C1 and C 2 were taken as adjustable parameters. After

finding the best fit with these parameters we changed the var-

iable x = T in x = T n with n different from 3 by An and a

new.fit was made in which CJ and C* were determined. By compar-

ing the least square sum E(|y± - f(xi)|
2/a^) of the two fits a

-:JSL
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new An was chosen, (a^ is the experimental error in yi.) This

procedure was stopped if An<0.0l. For the curves in figure 3.4

the linearity of the plots of In A versus T indicate that eq.

(3.1) or (3.5) holds true with v = yT m with m = 3.0+0.1 for the

signals coming from both parts of the sample. The slope C2 that

we get from the fit is depending on the thicknesses d (via t)

and Y according to eq.(3.1) and depending on d, Y and vo if eq.

(3.5) is valid. By comparing the values of the slopes of the

signals from the different thicknesses of the sample we can de-

cide if the multiple turn effect is present. If the multiple

turn effect is not present the ratio of the slopes of the

curves in figure 3.4 is simply the ratio d^d-. For the a-peak

we obtain from the fitted curves the slopes Ytj = -0.091 (di-

mensionless) and Yt_ = -0.129. For the b-peak we find

Yt, = -0.061 and yt~ = -0.124. The ratios of the slopes and

of the thicknesses differ only by 2 percent which is within

the experimental error. If we suppose that this 2 percent dif-

ference is coming from the multiple turn effect we can calcula-

te with eq.(3.5) v t, or equivalently s/IQ, which turns out to

be of the order 2.5 in the crystal with d = 256 urn. This means

that 1 = 200 ym, which is the right order of magnitude for the

indium crystals (see section 3.2.1). The value of the slope it-

self however indicates that the condition YtT <<v t « 1 is vio-

lated. In the temperature range under consideration the tempe-

rature dependent part of the scattering is almost sufficient to

prevent the electron from going around many times. Eq.(3.5) is

not valid for the analysis of the second zone signals. Johnson

et al. (1976) have shown that one has to be very careful in a-

nalyzing experimental data if a T dependence is found, espe-

cially in crystals with a high Debye temperature (e.g. Ag, Cu,

Al) in which a low electron-phonon scattering is present. We

conclude that the multiple turn effect is not detected in the

experimental data from the second zone of indium (indium has

a relatively low Debye temperature i.e. a strong electron-

phonon coupling). If the multiple turn effect is present in

crystals in which a strong electron-phonon coupling is present

it gives rise to a decreased power of the temperature depend-
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ence(see section 3.2.1).

The second effect we have to deal with is the effectiveness of

a single scattering event as a function of the position of the

electron on an orbit. We define the scattering of an electron

to be effective if the electron does not give a contribution to

the R.F.S.E. signal after being scattered (Chambers 1965,1969) .

If scattering of an electron is effective at each point along

an orbit a T dependence of the scattering rate can be expected.

The effect of ineffective scattering can manifest itself in an

underestimation of y in v = yT or even in a deviation of the

T dependence. This deviation is best illustrated in the exper-

iments on d.c. resistivity measurements. An electron contribut-

ing to the current makes a transition from state k to state k1

on the Fermi surface as a result of an elastic scattering. Its

contribution to the current changes by eAv = e(v- ,-v,,) in which

v is the electron velocity and e its charge. This change is a

measure of the effectiveness of the collision and it must enter

into the expression for the relaxation time for electrical con-

ductivity -the so-called transport scattering rate. The well

known expression for the transport scattering rate under condi-

tions of elastic scattering is v = /(1-cos e) v(6) da (8 is

the scattering angle and a is the element of solid angle). It

contains the weighting factor (1-cos 6) (Peierls 1955, Ziman

1960). For small e this factor is %82=%(q/kf)
2 (q is the mo-

mentum of a phonon). The weighting factor gives rise to an ex-
2

tra T factor. This is why the resistivity is expected to vary
with temperature as T .

In the R.F.S.E. the electrons contributing to the signal are

confined to a small region on the Fermi surface (see section

1.1) . In a collision with a phonon an electron is displaced on

the Fermi surface by a distance q. The average value of <J of

the phonons interacting with electrons is |$|sq. (thermal a-

coustic phonon) . The electron will be displaced from its ini-

tial point by a distance qVP after a large number P of col-

lisions (random walk). The electron becomes ineffective if it

is displaced over a distance e, which brings it outside its

:fti

i
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2 2
effective region. This requires P=(e/q ) collisions. The q

2

factor gives rise to an extra T factor, so also in the

R.F.S.E. we can expect a T dependence in the limit that not

every scattering event is effective. If scattering of an elec-

tron is effective only at certain parts of an orbit we can find

intermediate temperature dependences. It is also possible to

find a T dependence, but with a decreased value of y due to

ineffectiveness of the scattering on very small parts of the

orbit.

Soffer (1972) defined an angle 6 Q in such a way that scattering

angles smaller than 6 remain the electron effective and scat-

tering angles 6>8 are sufficient to make the electron ineffec-

tive. For 9 he took the average angle under which the electron

enters the skin depth 9 =/(6/d). This model was already used by

Naberezhnykh and Tsymbal (1967) in the interpretation for their

measurements on Cd in which a T dependence for a lens orbit was

found. Myers et al. (1972) calculated the effectiveness of the

electron scattering in Cd taking into account a realistic phonon

spectrum. In general we can define effective regions on the

Fermi surface scattering from which by a phonon with wavevector

q makes the electron ineffective. Estimates of the size of the

effective region £ can be obtained either from the general ex-

pressions for perturbation of the distribution function Af

(Kaner and Gantmakher 1968) or by using simple physical argu-

ments (Tsoi and Gantmakher 1969). In figure 3.5a we show the

effective regions on a spherical Fermi surface. An electron

that contributes to the R.F.S.E. signal must pass through the

skin depth region on one sample side and proceed along a tra-

jectory which brings the electron into the skin depth region

of the opposite side. Contributions to the R.F.S.E. signal

come from a certain layer of orbits on the Fermi surface which

have the same characteristic dimension for the trajectory. We

can distinguish two different ways by which the electron can

become ineffective.

a. The electron becomes ineffective if it goes over to a

neighbouring orbit in momenttun space without changing the phase

of rotation and the radius of the corresponding trajectory in

-ft
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Extremal
orbit

(b)

A , k

Fig. 3.5 a. Effective zones

Z of an extremal

orbit on a spher-

ical Fermi sur-

face (after

Gantmakher. 1974)

b. Scattering pTocess

which removes an

electron from the

effective zone £

on the Fermi sur-

face.

'å

real space is smaller by an amount 6. The width of the effec-

tive layer on a spherical Fermi surface (figure 3.5) with ra-

dius kf is given by A-k^k^lS/d) .

b. A shift of the centre of the orbit can also make the elec-

tron ineffective. Tsoi and Gantmakher (1969) showed that the

width of the effective layer A2k
(1)=kf(6/d)^ and A2k

{2)=kf6/d,
(I! is valid if the electron velocity is perpen-in which A_k

dicular to the normal of the sample (i.e. the electron moves
12)

in the skin layer) and A?k is valid if the electron moves

parallel to n (figure 3.5).

From these considerations we see that the scattering effec-

tiveness can change if the electron moves along the orbit.

The effective part on the Fermi surface is roughly given by

a rectangle with the two characteristic dimensions

Ajk,A_k«k_. The electron is shifted by a distance q. on the

Fermi surface. The electron is effectively scattered if any

collision with a phonon will take it outside the region Z
1
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(figure 3.5b). To determine the amplitude of the effects con-

sidered it is not important how far from the initial point it

the electron finds itself after scattering. The important fea-

ture is that it is scattered outside the effective region E.

For an extremal orbit on a spherical Fermi surface the elec-

tron must be scattered over an angle Aok
l /k-s^k/k-a (6/d) ̂

(2) t i r
'/kf=6/d. The averaged scattering angle is given by

f, thus the effective scattering in this model is given

or A_k

e=q./k

by the condition

q/kf 6/d (3.6)

In case of indium in samples with thickness between 260 ym

and 520 ym we find q/kf*(6/d)^>6/d, which means that the

scattering needs not to be effective at each point of the or-

bit in this simple model. In experiments on potassium which

indeed has a spherical Fermi surface Tsoi and Gantmakher

(1969) found a deviation of a T dependence in very thin sam-

ples in which condition (3.6) is not fulfilled. For a Fermi

surface of arbitrary shape the values of kf in the above es-

timates would be a little different. The value of A.k for a

closed extremal orbit is determined by the radius of curva-

t
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Fig. 3.6 a. Projection of a trajectory on a plane perpendicular
to H in real space. 6 is the scattering angle and
<(/ defines the position along the trajectory,

b. Scattering geometry^on the Fermi surface for an
electron in state k that scatters to state Is1.
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ture of the Fermi surface at the point v =0 on an extremal or-

bit in a plane containing the magnetic field (figure 3.5). The

value of A_k is determined by the radii of curvature of this

orbit at different points. We will now look at the scattering

in the plane of the orbit for a more general case. Figure (3.6)

shows a projection of the electron trajectory onto a plane per-

pendicular to the magnetic field. In an electron-phonon inter-

action the position of the electron is instantaneously unchang-

ed, but the orbit center and the wave vector and hence the e-

lectron velocity change. We denote the shift of the origin in

the direction of the normal to the sample by A. If fi is the

normal to the sample surface we write

-n»(r' - r) = -r sin i}> + r1 sin( t|i + 6) (3.7)

The angles are defined in figure 3.6. At low temperatures

and hence 6<<ir/2. Neglecting terms of higher order than

(3.8)

8 and writing r1 = r + (dr/difi) 6 A becomes

A = ±re(cos t|>+ sin (-sin i/)+ | | | cos 4»)

From the scattering geometry (figure 3.6b) and the relation

k1 = k + (dk/difi) 9 we obtain

6 = q/(k2 + (3.9)

Combining eq.(3.8) and (3.9) and using d (*" r)=d(dd) k ) = B w e

arrive at the result

±ar(cos

f (1 +

+ B sin r ( ä ? 2 (2(-sin » + 2B cos
2vk 1 + B

(3.10)

The scattering of an electron is effective if the shift A cau-

ses a collision of the electron with the sample surface or if

the shift is big enough to prevent the electron from reaching

the skin layer. Depending on the position of the electron on

the orbit and the sign of e this leads to the conditions A>6 Oi

A<0 to make the electron ineffective. For a circular orbit

(d(ln k)/d!(, = 0) we find with eq.(3.10) again q/kf>(6/d)^

if * = ir/2 and q/kf>6/d if i|> = 0. In general the second term
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in eq.(3.10) is negligible compared to the first term, because

of the q/kf factor. Only if the first term is almost zero this

second term is important. For a spherical Fermi surface we

find the cos IJJ term introduced by Gantmakher and Gasparov

(1973) in their work in Cu.

180

Fig. 3.7 Scattering effectiveness en a (llO)-orbit in a
sample with d = 520 ]im.

Figure 3.7 shows the ratio A/6 for the (110)-orbit in a sam-

ple with a thickness of 520 win. For q we took the value for

the wavevector of a longitudial acoustic phonon at the mid-

point of the investigated temperature interval. The scattering

is found to be effective on most parts of the orbit. Only very

small parts give rise to an ineffective scattering behaviour.

However if we compare the ratio of the ineffective to the ef-

fective scattering -part between samples with a thickness of

520 pm and 260 pm a difference in the experimentally observed

scattering rate of at least 15 percent is predicted by this

simple model.
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Fig. 3.8 Plot of In A versus T of the (llO)-orbit in crystals
with different thicknesses.

tv

Experimentally there are various methods to investigate the

local effectiveness of the scattering along a particular orbit.

First, we can perform measurements on crystals with different

thicknesses with which we can influence the ratio 6/d. Figure

3.8 shows results of temperature dependent measurements on

crystals with thickness respectively 160, 260, 360, 520 ym. A

fit of these experimental data to eq.(3.1) reveals a T 3 de-

pendence for thick crystals (d*260 um). The coefficient y turned

out to have the same value to within the experimental accuracy

in all three thicknesses, demonstrating that scattering effec-

tiveness is present at each point along the orbit. In the

160 ym thick crystal the electron scattering is apparently not

effective on each point resulting in an increased power of the

temperature dependence (T 3" 6). Temperature dependencies

stronger than T 3 have also been found by Tsoi and Gantmakher

(1969) in thin potassium crystals. In thallium Bradfield and

Coon (1973) explained deviations from the T 3 dependence in

terms of local scattering ineffectiveness.

t
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Additional information on the effectiveness of the scattering

may be obtained by looking at the temperature dependence of

the R.F.S.E. associated with chain orbits. If the scattering

is strong enough to prevent the electrons from going around

many times in their orbit the amplitude of the n-th resonance

signal is given by

An = Cn e
-vt (3.11)

it

I
f-

'i

(Tsoi and Gantmakher 1969, Ali, Myers and Thompson 1975),

where t is the time an electron needs to go from one ^ide of

the/Sample to the other side in the fundamental resonance

(n=l). This formula has the same form as eq.(3.1) and has

been used by Gasparov (1976) to check the effectiveness of

the scattering in Ag and Cu. The advantage of this method lies

in the fact that one can study in the same crystal the tem-

perature dependence of the line amplitude in crystals with im-

aginary thicknesses d, d/2, d/3, , d/n. In thin crystals

the temperature dependence of the line amplitude can be influ-

enced by the multiple turn effect. Gasparov argued that the

influence of multiple turns should be less important in the

study of chain orbits, because the electrons gain much less

energy if they pass through the interior skin layer. (The am-

plitudes of the electric fields inside the metal plate are

strongly reduced in comparison with the surface electric fields

i.e. the electric field in the interior skin layer is weak, see

Juras 1969.) This means that for n>l orbits the main contribu-

tion to the surface currents will be given by electrons which

travel the distance 1/2, 3/2, .... of their circumference,

whereas for the n=l orbits this contribution comes from elec-

trons travelling 1/2, 2/2, 3/2, of their circumference.

Thus study of the temperature dependence of signals from n>l

orbits can serve as a test for effectiveness of the scattering.

In Cu and Ag Gasparov (1976) observed peaks up to n=4. For all

these lines a T dependence was found. In Cu it was found that

already y(n=2) is smaller than y(n=l) indicating that the scat-

tering at each porni. along the orbit needs not to be effective.

if'
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Fig. 3.9 Results of temperature dependent measurements for the
n=l and n=2 signals in two different crystals.

I

In silver y(n=2) = v(n=l) and v(n=3) and y(n=4) were smaller

than y(n=l). Gasparov concluded that the scattering in Ag for

the n=l peak is effective at each point along the orbit. In in-

dium we performed temperature dependent measurements on n=l and

n=2 peaks. Figure 3.9 shows the result6 of measurements on n=l

and n=2 peaks in two samples of different thickness. For the

260 ym thick sample a small deviation of the slope of the curve

was found for the n=2 peak. In the 520 ym thick sample the

slopes of the two curves have the same value. Again this result

points out that the scattering is effective at each point along

the orbit.

For non-circular orbits on the second zone of indium it is pos-

sible to check the effectiveness of the scattering by having

different parts of the orbits parallel to the surface of the

sample. According to eq.(3.10) there should be a different

scattering effectiveness for electrons moving parallel to the

sample surface and electrons moving parallel to the normal of

the sample. In figure 3.10 we show different geometrical cir-

cumstances under which a signal from the (110)-orbit (b-peak)

<%
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Fig. 3.10 Two different geometrical circumstances under which
we can detect the b-peak signals. The dashed line
märkes the skin layer.

can be detected. Should the .effectiveness not be sufficient at

each point along this orbit then different results would be

expected for the two geometrical conditions. Writing

A = C B~S^111 with 1/1T = aT
3, we find a = (1.4+0.05) cm"^"3

for the b-ptak corresponding to the situation of figure 3.10b.

Let us compare the results of this measurement with those ob-

served for the situation shown in figure 3.10a. If the "sharp"

point at [HO] is in the skin layer the coupling with the e-

lectric fields is very small causing a weak signal. Besides,

this signal is masked by signals from so-called X-peaks (see

section 3.1.3) in thin samples. In thick samples the signal

is too weak to perform temperature dependent measurements on.

This peak can thus only be observed in samples with thickness

between about 300 and 3Ö0 urn. For conditions as in figure

3.10a we find a = (l.StO.lJcm"1 K . The relatively big error

is due to the rather weak signals in this geometry. The effec-

tiveness of the scattering is expected to be higher for the

orbit shown- in figure 3.10a. Thus we also expect the coeffi-

cient a to have a higher value under these circumstances,

which is not found in the experiment. This experiment shows

again that scattering is effective over the entire orbit.

m
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Figure 3.11 Dependence of the coefficient a = yt/d on the thickness
of the crystal. The scale on the left is for In, the
scale on the right is for Ag and Cu. The data on Ag and
Cu were taken from Johnson et al. ('976).

The influence of multiple turns and local effectiveness of the

scattering on the coefficient a = yt/d of the T dependence of

the line amplitude can be illustrated with the results on dif-

ferent metals. Figure 3.11 shows the behaviour of a for metals

with a weak electron-phonon interaction like Cu and Ag and met-

als with a strong electron-phonon interaction like In. In Cu

and Ag the relatively low electron-phonon scattering rate re-

sults in the occurence of multiple turns in thin samples and

hence in an increase of o with decreasing thickness (Johnson

et a l . 1976). In indium the electron-phonon interaction is so

strong that even in thin crystals the occurence of multiple

turns is unlikely. The value of a is decreasing with decreas-

ing thickness, indicating that the scattering is nog longer ef-

fective at each part of the orbit. (The value for a (d=l60 pm)

is derived from the "high" temperature points in figure 3.8.)

Froiu "-hs simple physical arguments given in this section i t was

expected that the effectiveness of the scattering would vary

over the central orbits on the Fermi surface of indium. However

-3
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from the experiments we conclude that the scattering is effec-

tive at each point, if the measurements are performed in re-

latively thick samples (d;>30Ö unO . This seems to indicate that

the model used to determine the scattering effectiveness,

which is based on geometrical arguments is may be too simple.

It can be noted here that this model gives only an underlimit

for the scattering effectiveness, because we did not include

Umklapp processes, which give rise to effective scattering of

the electrons.

Wagner and Albers (1975) performed a self consistent calcula-

tion for the line shape of the R.F.S.E. signal in potassium,

which has a spherical Fermi surface. They found in their cal-

culation that the path length of the electron from one side

of the sample to the other should be taken 1.22d for a circu-

lar orbit, instead of ird/2. They also estimated the influence

of ineffective scattering of the electrons. Both effects lead

to an underestimation of the averaged scattering rate over an

orbit. However the experimental conditions were different from

those in the experiments on indium, i.e. they used relatively

thin samples (d=0.1 mm) and a lower radio frequency (1.25 MHz).

3.1.2 EXTREMAL ORBITS NOT SHOWING A T DEPENDENCE

Beside the many orbits which have been discussed in section

3.1.1 there are two regions of the second zone Fermi surface

which give R.F.S.E. signals that do not show a T dependence.

These two regions lie roughly within 10 degrees of the two

symmetry directions [OOl] and [lOO] (figure 3.2). Consider for

example the situation where the magnetic field is within 10

degrees from [OOl] towards [OlO] in a crystal with the normal

along the [lOO] axis. The logarithm of the amplitude of the

a-peak signals plotted versus T does not exhibit a linear de-

pendence , but is increasing more rapidly with decreasing tem-

perature. From a fit to eq.(3.1) of the data the exponent n is

found to be =2.2. This behaviour is shown in figure 3.12 as a

function of crystal thickness.

1
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Fig. 3.12 Plot of the amplitudes of the a-peak versus T
in crystals with different thicknesses.

This effect could be attributed to multiple turns of electrons

in the thickness of the crystal. According to eq.(3.5) (see

also section 3.2.1) the multiple turn effect can lead to a de-

viation of the T dependence. This possible explanation can be

checked by performing experiments in samples of various thick-

nesses. In thick crystals it is expected that the electron-

phonon scattering is strong enough to strongly attenuate mul-

tiple turn effects. We performed temperature dependent meas-

urements in crystals with a thickness up to 520 um, but the

results in these crystals showed the same behaviour as in the

thin crystals (a least square fit to the data gave again

n=2.2) (figure 3.12). it is concluded that the multiple turn

effect cannot account for this results.

The concave character of the curves in figure 3.12 can also

be caused by the fact that a lot of orbits on the Fermi surface
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Fig. 3.13 Range of orbits on the

Fermi surface with caliper

dimensions within 1 per-

cent for H//[OOl].

!
8

I

contribute to the signal. As seen from figure 3.13 many orbits

and not only the central orbit may contribute to the signal as

all these orbits have very similar caliper dimensions (within

1 percent of the averaged value).

The phenomenon that different orbits contribute to the same

signal usually leads to the observation of a change of the

line shape as a function of temperature or radio frequency

(i.e. 6/d)(Matthey 1969, Druyvesteyn and Smets 1970) . However

the line shape of the dR/dH and the dX/dH signal of the a-peak

(see inset figure 3.12) varies neither with temperature nor

with sample thickness (i.e. 5/d).

The line shape in the experiment resembles strikingly well the

calculated shape obtained for a cylindrical Fermi surface

(Juras 1969). This feature seems to indicate that the signal

is caused by orbits on a more or less cylindrical Fermi sur-

face. The various orbits that contribute to the a-peak signal

can have different path lengths and thus different values of

t in eq.(3.1). In addition the orbit averages of the scatter-

ing rate can differ from orbit to orbit. This means that the

measured signal can be considered as being caused by a super-

position of orbits each of which gives rise to a T depend-

ence of the scattering but with a different slope yt. This

can lead to a deviation of the T dependence. Suppose we have

a Fermi surface in the form of a cylinder with length d. The

magnetic field is along the kz-axis, which is the axis of the
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cylinder. Suppose the scattering varies as y(kz) = akz+b,

(a>0). We write for the amplitude,(assuming the same constant

C for each orbit on the cylinder)

= C e - Y t T
3 l

which leads to

In A = In C - - ln(adt) - ln(TJ) + ln(l-e

The last three terms are extra terms due to the fact that we

integrated over the cylinder. The last term can in general be

neglected compared to the ln(T3) term. As the ln(T ) term

is decreasing with decreasing temperatures In A is increasing

more rapidly than T . This result can easily be understood in
2 2

a qualitative way. An apparent T " dependence will be found

in the situation that at high temperatures the signal is de-

termined by orbits with a small value of yt, while at low tem-

peratures the signal is mainLy determined by orbits with a

high value of yt. In chapter IV we show that the scattering

anisotropy on the second zone is indeed high enough to give

rise to different values of yt for the various orbits that

contribute to the a-peak signal.

A completely different behaviour is found f or the a'-peak which

is detected with the magnetic field along the [oio] direction

in a sample with the normal along [lOO]. In thin crystals

(e.g. d=l60 yim) it is observed that below a certain tempera-

ture the amplitude is decreasing instead of increasing (figure

3.14). Increasing the thickness of the sample causes a shift

of the temperature at which the decrease of the amplitudes

starts. In the thick samples (d=*500 ym) no decrease of the am-

plitude has been found, but a decrease of the slope of the

curve of In A versus T"

this thickness.

has been detected in each crystal with

A decrease of the amplitude at low temperatures has also been

found by Thompson and Myers (1973) in W, by Boudreau and

Goodrich in Cd (1971), by de Groot et al. (1975) in In and by

I
t
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Fig. 3.14 Plot of the amplitudes of the a'-peak versus T
in crystals with different thicknesses.
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Haberland and Shiffman (1967) in Ga. Haberland and Shiftman

explained the anomalous temperature dependence in Ga by the

fact that phase changes of the electric fields in the skin

layers affect the amplitudes of the resonance. Indeed if the

electron mean free path is long enough that the electron can go

around many times in the thickness of the crystal before it is

scattered the phase of the radio frequency electric field in

the skin layer cannot be considered to be constant. This ex-

planation does not seem to be appropriate for indium. Since

0 and « 3, u r f will be much smaller than the~ 10 ^ r f

collision frequency V=1/T (U>C is the cyclotron frequency) .

The results in Cd have been explained by the existence of spec-

ular reflection of the electrons at the sample surface. Also in

W specular reflection was considered to be a possible explana-

tion. According to the calculations of Juras (1970, 1970a) the
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carriers in skipping trajectories produce currents which can

interfere destructively with the currents produced by the res-

onant electrons. Such a destructive interference can cause a

decrease of the amplitude with increasing mean free path in the

limit that each electron scattering with the surface is specul-

ar.

In order to achieve diffuse scattering of the electrons the

surface of the sample was deteriorated by deliberate and con-

trolled roughening. The crystals were exposed to a dilute at-

mosphere of HNO3 and HC1 vapor in a jar. The originally bright

and shiny surface was turned to a very dull one in this pro-

cess. However experiments performed on these crystals showed

the same results as on the original ones i.e. the signal ampli-

tude still decreased at low temperatures. If electrons in

skipping trajectories should cause this effect a different tem-

perature dependence is expected after the treatment. Also we

should expect the behaviour to be different in seperately grown

crystals, because the surface of the samples is never exactly

the same. The decreasing effect was found in crystals grown in

vacuum as well as in crystals grown in air. The experiments in

the thin samples were repeated on at least five different crys-

tals. In all these experiments the decrease of the amplitude

started at almost the same temperature.

The occurence of specular reflection is necessary in magnetic

field induced surface states experiments, where the demands on

smoothness of the surface are more severe than in the R.F.S.E.

experiments. Koch and Murray (1969) tried to study the amount

of specular reflection in these experiments by controlled

roughening of the sample surface. They succeeded to influence

the surfaces of Ga and Sn, but did not find signal changes in

indium after roughening of the sample surface. For indium they

suffered from an all-or-nothing syndrome i.e. they did not see

any influence of the etching process on the signals until the

concentration was increased td a critical point, where they

ended up with such a severe etching that the signal disappeared

completely. We did not etch the crystal as strong as to make

the R.F.S.E. signals disappeare. We conclude that the decreas-

ing effect is not caused by specular reflection of the elec-

i
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§
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trons at the surface of the sample.

An other possible explanation of the decreasing effect can be

found in a change of the width of the skin layer with tempera-

ture. Naberezhnykh et al. (1972) pointed out that if the elec-

trons can return many times to the skin layer this will lead

effectively to an increase in the number of conduction elec-

trons and this is equivalent to an increase in the high fre-

quency conductivity. If the depth of the skin layer should

vary with temperature this could indeed lead to a decrease of

the amplitude in the R.F.S.E. experiment. The orbits under

consideration do not have a flat part parallel to the sample

surface through the skin layer and thus a decrease of the

depth of the skin layer with temperature modifies the length

of the orbit path contained in the skin layer. As a conse-

quence a less effective coupling with the r.f. electric fields

and a smaller signal are expected. However a decrease of the

radio frequency from 5 MHz to 400 kHz, which should change the

depth of the skin layer by a factor 2.3 did not alter the ex-

perimental results. Furthermore it is possible to measure this

orbit under different conditions with either the [00l]-part or

the [010]-part of the orbit along the sample surface. In both

geometrical conditions the experiments showed the same result,

although the parts of the orbit that are in the skin layer

have a different radius of curvature.

Finally if the a'-peak is measured we can again have the situ-

ation that a lot of orbits are contributing to the signal. The

orbits that contribute to the signal are running very close to

the points T and W in the second zone (figure 3.1 and figure

3.2). At the point T the orbits are very close to the third

zone. At point W the second zone can even be open (de Groot et

al. 1977). This can lead to different shapes of the signals

coming from different parts (i.e. the line shape need not to

be the one for a cylindrical Fermi surface). Although the sig-

nals all appear at the same value of the magnetic field it is

possible that signals with different line shapes will be added.

This can result in an overall change of the line shape if the

temperature is changed. Indeed the line shape of the signal of
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Fig. 3.15 Splitting of the a'-peak signal on inclination of
the magnetic field relative to the sample surface.

the a'-peak is changing with temperature. The first dip of the

signal is growing more rapidly with decreasing temperature

than the rest of the signal (see inset figure 3.14) . Also the

line width changed considerably, a phenomenon that has not

been observed so strongly for other R.F.S.E. signals. In the

thin (d=l60 um) samples the line width decreased a factor 1.6

between 4.2 K and 1.6 K. There is some evidence that these

signals consist of many signals coming from double field X-

peaks and extremal orbits. This can be found from experiments

in which the radio frequency was varied. The extrema of the

R.F.S.E. signal should shift with increasing frequency to a

single value of the magnetic field according to a å f~ d e~

pendency (Koch and Wagner 1966 and Krylov and Gantmakher 1967).

However for the a'-peak signal the extrema do not shift to the

same value of the magnetic field, indicating that the signal

is a mixture of different orbits on the Fermi surface (de

Groot 1974, p.101).

To prove that non-central orbits are contributing to the sig-

nal the magnetic field was slightly tilted with respect to the
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sample surface. The R.F.S.E. signal is splitting in two or more

signals (figure 3.15). (See also Gantmakher and Krylov 1965.)

This happens for the a'-peak signal (and also for the a-peak

signal), because the electrons on non-central orbits will have

a velocity into the direction of the magnetic field. These e-

lectrons will drift into the thickness of the sample if the

magnetic field is tilted. They will be refocused at the other

side of the metal, thus giving rise to a R.F.S.E. signal. On-

ly two signals were detectable. The third and higher order sig-

nals were too weak to observe. If the magnetic field is rotated

in the plane of the sample over about 10 degrees the splitting

of the signals disappears and we only detect signals from the

central orbits. On changing the temperature the splitted sig-

nals did not show a change of the line shape nor a change in

the line width, and they showed a very well defined T depend-

ence. Apparently the orbits that contribute to these signals

are well defined on the Fermi surface.

For some points on the (100)-central orbit as well as the

(001)-central orbit we do not expect a T dependence of the

scattering rate from a theoretical point of view (for example

T, W) , (Meador and Lawrence 1977) . Deviations of T are how-

ever confined to very small regions and as we have shown that

non-central orbits contribute to these signals we do not be-

lieve that the special points in the Brillouin zone could ac-

count for the anomalous behaviour of the amplitude of the a

and a1-peak signals.

When many orbits contribute to one R.F.S.E. signal it is pos-

sible that the resulting signal becomes very complicated es-

pecially if individual signals have different line shape and

appear at slightly different magnetic fields from each other.

It is however somewhat surprising that on increasing the thick-

ness of the sample no line splitting is observed. It is con-

cluded from the foregoing that the anomalous behaviour is

caused by adding up signals coming from different parts on the

Fermi surface rather than stemming from an anomaly in the scat-

tering of the electrons itself.
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3.1.3 SPECIAL ORBITS ON THE SECOND ZONE

As shown in figure 3.16 non-extremal orbits on the second zone

Fermi surface can also give rise to R.F.S.E. signals as a con-

sequence of the particular shape of this Fermi surface sheet.

Several d-lines for magnetic field orientations between 16

and 30° from the [pio] direction are also shown in figure 3.2.

These d-lines are determined by extremal orbits far from the

central cross sections and are known as cut-off orbits. No

temperature dependent measurements have been done on these or-

bits as they give rather weak signals and cannot be located

accurately on the Fermi s.urface.

The X-peaks and c-peaks are associated with break-orbits in

contrast to "normal" R.F.S.E. lines which reflects the varia-

tion of currents in the skin layer produced by the matching of

orbit size and sample thickness. The R.F.S.E. lines from break

H<H,
(b)

H >HO

Ti*.

å.

(a)

ii.

(C)

Fig. 3.16 a. Second zone Fermi surface. The circled parts
denote break-points, d is a cut-off orbit.

b. Break orbit at different magnetic fields.
c. Different parts on orbits with breaks that

can give a R.F.S.E. signal.

%
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orbits are associated with matching of portions of orbits with

sharp corners, where the direction of the electron velocity

changes abruptly and sample thickness. An example of such an

orbit is shown in figure 3.16a. To describe the mechanism re-

sponsible for the R.F.S.E. let us assume that the charge car-

riers have a velocity parallel with the sample surface when

they travel through the skin layer at the upper side of the

sample (figure 3.16b). Further consider the component of the

velocity parallel to the sample surface when the charge car-

riers arrive at the lower side of the sample. For H<HQ this

component has the same sign at the upper and lower side of the

sample, while for H>H it has the opposite sign at either side.

Hence the current in the skin layer is rapidly changing and

leads to a R.F.S.E. signal (see also Gantmakher 1967,

Gantmakher and Krylov 1965 and Druyvesteyn and Smets 1970).

Signals of this type originating from different parts on the

Fermi surface can be detected (figure 3.16c). It can be noted

here that there is not a clear distinction between the c-lines

and the X-lines in the notation of Gantmakher and Krylov (1966).

Roughly speaking one can state that X-lines are corresponding

to orbits which on one side cross a square cup and on the other

side terminate at the sharp corner of the intersection of two

hexagonal cups i.e. the break point, whereas the c-peaks are

coming from Fermi surface portions lying between two break-

points. Signals from the c and c'-orbits are about 100 times

weaker than signals from central orbits and temperature de-

pendent measurements could only be done on thin samples

(d=250 ym). In thinner crystals the signals of the c and c1-

peak will broaden out and overlap each other so the signals

cannot be seperated very well. In the thicker crystals the

signals appear at low magnetic fields. This limits the tem-

perature region in the experiment because of the superconduc-

tivity of indium. Temperature dependent measurements on the

c'-peak showed a T dependence while the c-peak did not. This

is probably caused by the fact that the signal of the c-peak

is appearing on a strong background signal coming from the

c'-peak.

si
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Most of the X-lines that were observed showed a T dependence.

During the temperature dependent measurements some of the X-

lines appeared to consist of several overlapping signals. This

leads to a complicated temperature dependence of the signals

and it is not possible to determine electron-phonon scattering

rates for these orbits.

Temperature dependent measurements on break orbits can in

principle give more local information on the scattering rate

compared to measurements on central orbits, because only parts

of the orbits are measured. The path length from one side of

the sample to the other can be calculated for the c and c1-

peak. For the X-peak this path length is determined less ac-

curately, because it is not clear where the orbit starts on a

square cup. This leads to rather inaccurate electron-phonon

scattering rates for these orbits.

- 4

:i

3.1.4 LIMITING POINT SIZE EFFECT FROM THE SECOND ZONE

FERMI SURFACE

So far we have been considering parallel field geometry. For

magnetic field orientations tilted relative to the sample sur-

face size effects arise from orbits close to a limiting point

on the Fermi surface (Gantmakher 1967, Peercy et al. 1968).

Charge carriers on these orbits can move almost parallel to

the direction of the magnetic field. Peercy et al. (1968) have

given a simple geometrical model in which they calculated the

depth that the charge carriers drift into the metal during one

revolution in the magnetic field. (See section 1.1.)

Consider a configuration where the normal to the sample is

parallel to the z-axis and the r.f. electric field is oriented

along the same direction as the projection of the magnetic

field on the sample surface. Only the electrons which move

parallel to the surface (v =0) in both skin layers are effec-

tive and couple to the r.f. electric fields in both skin

layers (figure 3.17a). In section 1.1 we have shown that from

the magnetic field value at which the signals appear we can

determine the radius of curvature K of the Fermi surface. From
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Fig. 3.17 a. Shape of the electron trajectory at a limiting
point. A is the effective point for which v =0.

b. Limiting point orbits on the Fermi surface Z

for two different tilt angles.

the temperature dependence of the signal amplitude we can de-

termine the mean free path of the electrons on the orbit. Fig-

ure 3.17b shows that the size of the orbit is determined by the

value of the tilt angle $ and the radius of curvature of the

Fermi surface. If it is possible to make <f> small than this av-

eraged value is almost a local value on the Fermi suriace (see

figure 3.17b). Note that we do not have to consider multiple

turn effects, as it is not possible for the electrons to return

many times to the skin layer. The electrons will hit the sample

surface after they have travelled from one side of the sample

to the other. The signals from limiting points on the Fermi

surface can easily be recognized because the siqnals shift with

tilt angle and because the amplitude as a function of $ (for

small $) shows an exponential dependence. Limiting point size

effects have been observed in a number of metals (see e.g.

Gantmakher 1974, Baer 1975 and references herein).

On the second zone Fermi surface of indium there exist several

limiting point regions. Limiting point electrons on the second

zone surface close to the [ill] direction were already inves-

tigated by Krylov and Gantmakher (1967) and Snyder (1971) .

Krylov and Gantmakher focussed their attention on the deter-

mination of the radius of curvature K, which turned out to be

constant over a range of almost 15° from the [ill] direction.
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(a) (b)
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Fig. 3.i8 a. Stereographic projection of an arbitrary limiting
point size effect orbit on the second zone Fermi sur-
face of indium on a plane containing the [} I lj point.
The broken circles denote a region of 15 , resp. 30
around [ill]. BB1 is the locus of points for which
v =0. The point A is the effective point for this
orbit (figure 3.17).

b. Projection of a limiting point trajectory on a plane

V.

perpendicular to H and containing
riectorj

[111].

They found K^=(1.11 ± 0.02)p^ in which p =-^h (a lattice con-
O O o.

stant). The value we found in our experiments is in agreement

with this number- The constant value of the radius of curvature

in the region around [ill] indicates that the Fermi surface is

spherical in this part, as expected from pseudopotential calcu-

lations .

Snyder performed temperature dependent measurements on limiting

point size effect signals in order to obtain information on the

electron-phonon scattering. In order to characterize the orbits

we have measured and to make it possible to compare the results

with those of Snyder we have to define three angles (figure

3.18a).

a. The angle a. is defined to be the angle between the plane of

the sample surface and the [ill] direction. It defines a

line of effective points (v =0) on the stereographic projec-

tion in figure 3.18a.

b. The tilt angle <f> determines the size of the orbit (figure

3.17 and 3.18a).

c. The angle 9 is the angle between the projections of the [ill]

direction and the magnetic field on the sample surface. This

angle determines the shift of the effective point along the

1/
I
I

l

I

m
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k.

line of effective points (v =0, figure 3.18).

As a, <f> and 6 are small angles there is a constant between the

distances in real space and the angles in the stereographic

projection.

Snyder (1971) pointed out that the electron mean free path a-

round [ill] varied with the square of the mean distance of the

orbit to the [ill] point, which can be expressed as a function

of o, (Ji and 9. Figure 3.18b shows the projection of an orbit

on the plane that is perpendicular to the magnetic field direc-

tion and that contains the [ill] point on the Fermi surface.

The mean distance squared is given by

<y > = I2 + (x - r cos B ) 2 ) r dB = x2 + r 2

3
•3

ft

i

1>

(x, r, ds, y and B are defined in figure 3.18b.) From figure
2 Ä2. ,. ,2 _ , 2 .2

I

3.18 we can deduce that x = 6 +(<f>-a) and r = <j> so if we

define the mean distance to the [ill] point of a certain orbit

in figure 3.18a by the angle x than x will be given by

-2 _ 2 .2 2

We performed limiting point size effect measurements with both

the transmission method and the double sided excitation method.

Using the double sided excitation method a T dependence was

found for the logarithm of the amplitude. Using the transmis-

sion method sometimes deviations of the T dependence were

found, which were attributed to the influence of the Cu-box in

which the sample was mounted (see chapter II). Also the samples

were strained if the box including the sample was cooled to

liquid helium temperatures which introduced many dislocations

in the crystals (v.d. Maas 1976).

The angle of scattering needed to make the electron ineffective

in the limiting point size effect is estimated by Gantmakher

(1967) to be of the order (6/d) /3«J>. The value of this minimum

scattering angle is more than an order of magnitude less

than the typical scattering angle (q/kf) in the temperature

range under consideration (see section 3.1.1). This means that
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a

3

3

3

3

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

2.5

e

5±1

5±1

5+1

5+1

1+2

1±2

1±2

0+1

5.5

2.5

3

4.5

7.5

8.5

9

10

8

3

b(cm~' K 3)

0.17

0.19

0.22

0.30

0.30

0.33

0.40

0.36

0.19

-2
X

31.

34

47.

101.

122

138

173

106

39

5

5

5

-

detection method

double sided

transmission technique

Table 3.1 Mean phonon scattering probability of limiting point
orbits . The thickness of the specimens was 160 um. The
error^in a and <j> is resp. 1 and 0.5. The error in b
and x is shown in figure 3.19.

300

Fig. 3.19 Variation of mean phonon scattering probability^of
limiting point orbits withjnean squared angle x
from the [ill] direction. 1 =bT . The crosses are
the results of Snyder (1971), the square is the
result of Krylov and Gantmakher (1967) and the open
circles are the present results. The solid line rep-
resents a least square fit to the function
b=PX +q-
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a single scattering event will make the electron ineffective.

In table 3.1 we list the results of temperature dependent

measurements. It was only possible to detect signals with very

small tilt angles (2.5°) if specimens with a thickness of

160 ym were used. Figure 3.19 shows the results of Snyder to-

gether with the results listed in table 3.1. Our measurements

confirm the results of Snyder. If the coefficient of the T
— 1 —2

dependence of 1 is plotted against x a linear dependence is

found. This means that the electron mean free path should vary

parabolically in a region of about 15° around the [ill] point,

(see also chapter IV.)

Other parts of the second zone that contain a limiting point

are the square cups in the [OOl] and the [lOO] direction. In

the [OOl] direction a series of experiments were undertaken in

order to find signals from the limiting point in this direction.

It turned out that no temperature dependent measurements could

be performed, since only at the lowest temperatures and in the

thinnest samples (d=100 pm) it was possible to detect a limit-

ing point signal from the [oOl] point in the second zone. Be-

sides the signal was partly masked by limiting point signals

coming from the third zone that have been observed in the same

crystal.

There were done no experiments to detect the limiting point

size effect from the [lOO] point. Calculations (de Groot et al.

1977) have shown that the [lOO] square cup is less curved than

the [001] cup, which makes it more difficult to detect signals

from the [lOO] part.

3.2 MEASUREMENTS ON THE THIRD ZONE FERMI SURFACE

In the free electron model the third zone consists of two

sets of electron tubes (a and & arms) which lie along the WT

and TU ec'-jes of the Brillouin zone respectively. The real Fermi

surface for the third zone however differs considerably from

the free electron model. The a-arms have been removed comple-

tely and the surface consists simply of a ring of p-arms as

shown in figure^,» 20. In a lot of studies special attention has

been paid to the detailed structure of the connection of the

It
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Fig. 3.20 a. Brillouin zone of indium. The points T and W and K
and U are not equivalent because of the face
centred tetragonal structure,

b. Third zone electron Fermi surface of indium*

I
1

B-arms. It is now believed that the junction region consists of

a simple minimum cross section. This has been shown by the

de Haas-van Alphen measurements of Hughes and Shepherd (1969),

the de Haas-van Alphen and oscillatory magnetostriction work of

Griessen and Sorbello (1974), the superconducting transition

temperature work of Kaehn and Higgins (1974) and Volynskii et

al. (1975) and the work on dilute indium alloys of Holtham and

i'arsons (1976). The form of the third zone 3-arms is very sen-

sitive to the choice of the potential. There exist several

theoretical descriptions of the third zone Fermi surface that

describe the experimental results quite accurately (Holtham

1976, de Groot et al. 1977). The locations of the orbits that

were measured with the R.F.S.E. were identified with the use

of the theoretical description of de Groot et al. (1977). Par-

allel field R.F.S.E. as well as limiting point size effects

were observed. In section 3.2.1 we discuss the parallel field

measurements and in 3.2.2 the tilted field measurements
J3

I
3.2.1 PARALLEL FIELD SIZE EFFECT MEASUREMENTS

Parallel field size effect measurements were detected in crys-

tals with the normal oriented along the [ooi] direction. In

this configuration we can calculate the path length of the e-

lectrons from one side of the sample to the other as the orbits

have a mirror symmetry around the normal to the sample. The mag-

-i'l
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Fig. 3.21 Parallel field R.F.S.E. measurements of the third zone
as a function of direction of the magnetic field in the
(001)—plane. <)> is the angle between magnetic field and
the [lOOj direction. The inset shows the location of
the orbit for <j>=0° (denoted by a) and <j>=25° (denoted by
b).
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netic field could be rotated in the (001)-plane. Two different

situations can occur. If the r.f. electric field is oriented

along the [lio] direction only the signal from one couple of

the 0-arms can be observed. The electrons on orbits on the

other couple of arms have their velocity in the skin layer at

almost right angles to the r.f. electric field and hence the

coupling between electric field and the electrons is very weak.

If the electric field is however oriented along the [OlO] di-

rection signals from both sets of arms can be observed over a

considerable range of angles as shown in figure 3.21. As the

orbits have different sizes the signals appear at different

values of the magnetic field. Onlv for magnetic field direc-
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I tions close to [lOO] do the signals overlap. If we studied the

orbit labelled a in figure 3.2-1 the r.f. electric field was

oriented along [HO] ,as no overlap of signals occured in this

situation. In order to be able to investigate the temperature

dependence of the electron-phonon scattering on the electron

tubes over a sufficiently wide temperature interval we had to

use very thin plates because of the two following reasons.

First, the electron-phonon scattering is strong because of the

low Debye temperature of indium (Hoff et al. 1976). This lim-

its the upper temperature bound in thick samples. Secondly,

the third zone electron tubes have a rather small size

(de Groot et al. I377) . The value of the magnetic field at

which a size effect signal is observed is proportional to k

(extremal diameter) and inversely proportional to the sample

thickness. In thick samples the signal appears at magnetic

fields far below the superconductive critical field H . This
C

limits the low temperature region in thick samples. By using

very thin samples the signals will appear just above H and

temperature dependent measurements can be performed between

4.2 and 1.5 K. The thickness of the samples needed for these

experiments is about 100 ym. In section 3.1.1 we have seen

that the condition for effective scattering in a simple model

is approximately given by eq. (3.6) q/k-r i (5/d) >5/d and we

concluded that scattering was effective at each point along

the orbit in the second zone in samples with dJt360 ym. For

the third zone the condition for effective scattering at each

point along the orbit is fullfilled even in these thin samples

because of the small size of the orbit. (The ratio of the ex-

tremal dimensions in the second and third zone is about 10.)

In thin crystals however the electrons can go many times around

•in orbit before being scattered. To interpret the results of

temperature dependent measurements we than have to use eq.

(3.4). In general eq.(3.4) does not reduce to eq.(3.5) if

V Q - Y T in the temperature region of interest. As we will show

below vo-yT' for the measurements on the third zone. We will

now investigate in more detail the influence of multiple turns

of the electrons on the R.F.S.E. amplitudes. In case e~vot and

1
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e~ cannot be neglected compared to unity the expression

ln(l - e'^o* e"
Y ) in eq.(3.4) is temperature dependent. At

high temperatures it goes to zero, but at low temperatures the

logarithm diverges negatively. This means that with decreasing
3

temperature In A is not simply increasing linearly with T , but

is increasing more rapidly because of this additional term. To

show the difference between metals with small and high electron

-phonon scattering rates we investigated the behaviour of the

slope of the curve of In A versus T . Differentiating eq.(3.4)

with respect to T gives

d In A = _-

d(T3) v t+ytT .
o —1

(3.12)

e o

w
.fe
!•>'.•

fe'fc-

I

fc:

The first term on the right hand side of eq.(3.12) gives the

slope if no multiple turn effect is present. The second term

represents the deviation of the slope in case the electrons

can go around many times. We denote the deviation of the slope

by s 1. This gives the simple relation

v t +
0

= ln(- (3.13)

In figure 3.22 v t is plotted versus ytT for different val-

ues of the parameter s'. In figure 3.22 we can distinguish

different regions. First in thick samples, where t has a

large value: if v t>3 we always find a T dependence in the

experiments and the slope given in eq.(3.12) deviates only 4

percent from the correct value yt. Secondly we can have the

situation that v t is of the order 1. In this case the valueo

of the electron-phonon scattering plays an important role, a

small value resulting in a small variation of the parameter

YtT . This situation occurs in metals with weak electron-
phonon interaction like Cu, Ag and Al. (For the difference ~

tween strong and weak electron-phonon interaction, leading

a "strong" and "weak" superconductor see Grimvall 1976.) In

figure 3.22 we have marked the region in which ytT3 varies if

I
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Fig. 3.22 Plot of v t versus ytT . The lines indicate the

deviations s1 of the slope of the T dependence.
The numbers on the lines are in units of the cor-
rect value for the slope i.e. yt. The range for
Cu was taken from the data of Johnson et al.
(1976). The In and In-Pb curves are found in the
present experiments.

Cu is investigated, as has been done by Johnson et al.(1976). In

this very small region the deviation s' of the slope is almost

constant and has a value of about 30 percent. This means that

in the experiment a T dependence will be found, but with aL-
3 — '••!''

slope d(ln A)/dT that has not the correct value yt. Note that

in this case the simplifications can be made that lead to

eq.(3.5) which predicts that a T dependence in these circum-

stances will be found. If the electron-phonon coupling is

strong like in Pb, Sn and In, ytT can vary over a considerable

range. In the present experiments on indium we found this para-

meter to vary between 0.3 and 3.0. In this situation the devi-

ation of the slope is changing with temperature from 2 percent

to more than 100 percent. This will show up in the experi-

ments as a deviation of the T dependence. Finally if v t<<l we

-J

i--'-
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i

60

Fig. 3.23 Plot of In A versus T of the (IlO>orbit on the third
zone of indium. The black dots denote the points ob-
served in the pure indium sample. The solid line that
connects these points is the curve fitted to eq.(3.4).
The open points have been observed in the In-Pb crys-
t a l . The straight line through these points is the
curve fitted to eq.(3.1).

will always find a deviation of the T dependence irrespective

of a strong or weak electron-phonon coupling. If the deviation

of the T dependence is due to multiple turn effects i t is pos-

sible to fi t the In A versus temperature curve with the exact

eq.(3.4) and to determine the electron-phonon as well as the

electron-impurity scattering rates averaged over the orbit. In

case a T dependence is found i t is not possible to determine

the impurity scattering rate because In C' and v t in eq.(3.4)

are not distinguishable. In figure 3.23 we show as an example

the temperature dependence of the amplitude of the central

(HO)-orbit signal. At temperatures below 3 K a remarkable de-

viation from a straight line is obtained. This deviation is

attributed to multiple turn effects. Taking v t , yt a*id C as

adjustable parameters we were able-to f i t the amplitudes as ,a

function of temperature to eq.(3.4). This fitted function is

represented by the solid curve in figure 3.23. In order to
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obtain values for v and y from fitted values vQt and yt we

have used values of the time t from the expression

(3.14)
eH

15

(u and m are the cyclotron frequency and the cyclotron mass.

H is the value of the magnetic field. The cyclotron mass for

the principal orbits over a certain range of angles in the

third zone of indium is given by m /m = 0.20/cos $., where $

is the angle between the [llO]-axis and the magnetic field

(Mina and Khaikin 1965) and mQ is tne free electron mass.

Although a lot of orbits were measured on the third zone we

will discuss here only the results on four different orbits in

connection with the multiple turn effect. In table 3.2 we list

the values of v and Y for these orbits.

As argued before it is not possible to get rid of multiple turn

effects by increasing the thickness of the sample. A reduction

of multiple turn effects can be achieved by increasing the im-

purity scattering and this is the reason why we did measure-

ments on very dilute In-Pb alloys. From the de Haas-van Alphen

Dingle temperature measurements of D.L. Randies in In-Pb we

determined that a concentration of 0.0015 at.percent Pb would

be sufficient to prevent the electrons from completing many

turns. This concentration is quite low and does not affect

Fermi surface properties (Holtham and Parsons 1976) . The re-

sults of temperature dependent measurements on these crystals

are also given in figure 3.23. Plots of In A versus T gave the

expected linear results. In these samples no deviation greater

than 0.2 of the cubic temperature dependence was found

(m=3.0±0.2 in In A^ytT1"). The amplitudes as a function of tem-

perature were fitted to the simple eq.(3.1). The values for y

obtained from this fit are also listed in table 3.2. As can be

seen from the table the results for y from both experiments

agree well within the experimental error. We have estimated

vQt for the In-Pb crystals and from figure 3.22 we conclude

that the variation of the slope of the In A versus T curve

indeed amounts only a few percent.

Ä
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e

90

90

90

90

45

30

15

0

Pure indium
data fitted
eq.(3.4)

Y

24.6

24.4

22.5

21.1

crystals
to

V
0

29.7

29.9

25.0

24.2

In-Pb crystals
data fitted to
eq.(3.1)

Y

23.6

23.8

22.0

20.7

Pure indium crys-
tals data fitted
to eq.(3.15)

Y

28.5

28.5

27.8

26.6

24

24

23

23

) .

4

4

9

7

i
'""3

Sv

1

Table 3.2 Orbitally averaged eleetron-phonon and electron impurity scatter-
ing rate for different orbits on the third zone Fermi surface of
indium. 9 and ij> are polar coordinates defining the field relative
to cartesian axes [oOl] (6=02, D00] (9=90, <Ji=Q) and [oio] g

(6=90, <j>=90). The values of y and v are in 10 sec K. and 10
sec respectively. The errcrs in tfie numbers are 7 percent ex-
cept for the values for the In-Pb crystals which are 10 percent
due to smaller signals in those crystals.

We a l so f i t t ed our amplitudes as a function of temperature to

an expression as given by Duchardt and Shiffman (1975)

- v t
A = C

1 - e
-2vt

(3.15)

This expression for the amplitude was determined from a theo-

retical model with a Fermi surface that consisted of a large
11 non-resonant" sheet and a small "resonant" sheet. In indium

the second zone hole surface can act as this large non-resonant

sheet and the small electron tubes from the third zone can act

as the resonant sheet. However fitting our data to eq. (3.15)

resulted in values for Y which were not in agreement with our

measurements in the In-Pb alloys as can be seen from table 3.2.

An explanation can be found in the fact that in the calculation

of Duchardt and Shiffman it is assumed that the two sheets are

spherical, which is obviously not the case for indium.

M
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3.2.2 LIMITING POINT SIZE EFFECT FROM THE THIRD ZONE

FERMI SURFACE

Limiting point size effect signals from the third zone Fermi

surface were detected in a sample with the normal along the

[llO] direction. The r.f. electric field was oriented along the

[OOl] direction. In this case there is only one point on each

B-arm for which the velocity of the electron is parallel to

[OOl] and which can serve as a limiting point. This point is

marked P in figure 3.24. As the (110)-cross section of the

third zone is not symmetrical around this point it is possible

that two different orbits give rise to a limiting point sig-

nal, although only one was found that could be attributed to

the third zone limiting point orbit. Measurements of the period

of the magnetic field at which the signals appear yielded a

value for the radius of curvature K (see chapter I). This value

agreed with the calculated value for K for the orbit labelled I

in figure 3.24. Besides it is not very likely that orbit II

will give a signal because of its large size, so that electrons

have little probability to be refocussed on the other side of

the crystal before being scattered. The temperature dependence

of the signals from orbit I has been studied. It is only possi-

ble to detect signals from this orbit in the thinnest samples

(i.e. d=100 pm). The signals are very small indicating that the

averaged scattering rate is rather high on the third zone. A T

dependence of In A was found and the data were fitted to eq.

(3.1). The value of t for this orbit was calculated with the

Fig. 3.24 Limiting point

orbits on the

(llO)-cross sec-

tion of the third

zone of indium.

The points P are

the effective

points.

-'f,
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theoretical model of Harxnans (1975). The electron-phonon en-

hancement factor was taken constant on this small orbit and

equal to 0.8 (Grimvall 1976). For this limiting point orbit on

K . However due tothe third zone we find v = 19xiO7 sec"1

the smallness of the signals in the experiment the relative

error is about 20 percent. No other limiting point signals

from the third zone have been observed in this crystal, nor in

crystals with other crystallographic directions.

I
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CHAPTER IV

ANISOTROPY OF THE SCATTERING RATE

4 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we use the results of temperature dependent

parallel field size effect measurements as input for a mathe-

matical procedure (inversion scheme (section 4.1)) to determine

local values for the electron-phonon scattering rate on the

Fermi surface. The results obtained with this scheme for the

second zone are described in section 4.1.1 and are compared

with local values for the scattering rate as obtained from the

limiting point size effect. We discuss the scattering rates on

parts of orbits obtained from measurements on special orbits on

the second zone Fermi surface. In section 4.1.2 we describe the

results for the third zone Fermi surface. We estimate tha value

of the scattering rate on a few points of the Fermi surface

using a simple 2 O.P.W. calculation in section 4.2. We compare

these theoretical values with the experimental ones.

4.1 INVERSION SCHEME

In sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.1 we have described a method to deter-

mine the averaged electron-phonon scattering rates over orbits

on the Fermi surface. Local values of the scattering rates i.e.

a functional form for the electron-phonon collision frequency

over the Fermi surface can be calculated from these averaged

values by means of a mathematical procedure often called invers-

ion scheme. The inversion procedure we aim at has also been

used to invert data on the Dingle temperature measurements in

the de Haas-van Alphen effect in order to obtain local values

for the electron-impurity scattering rate on the Fermi surfaces

of dilute alloys (Lowndes et al. 1970, Springford 1975). The

inversion procedure is used to invert electron-phonon scatter-

ing rates from R.F.S.E. measurements only for Cu (Gantmakher

'.I
3

I
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and Gasparov 1973) and Ag (Gasparov 1976, Johnson and Goodrich

1976) , using ttie analytical description of the Fermi surface

of the noble.metals (Halse 1969).

Ho perform an inversion procedure we first have to define the

average scattering over an orbit. We make the assumption that

each local value of the electronic scattering rate, v(t), con-

tributes in proportion to the amount of time dt spent by the

wave vector ic in each region along the Fermi surface orbit

v(ic)

v =

v(t) dt

dt

dk

(4.1)
dk
v,

In the last step we have used eq.(l.l). In the R.F.S.E. we

measure the scattering rate over half an extremal orbit and we

write

= fJ
f dk
J v x

(4.2)

5?

in which the integration is carried out over the path in k-

space corresponding to the passage of an electron from one

side of the sample to the other. Note that we can only write

eq.(4.2) if the scattering is effective at each point along

the orbit.

From the temperature dependent measurements described in

chapter III we conclude that on almost the entire Fermi sur-

face of indium a T dependence of the electron-phonon scat-

tering has been found. In those cases that deviations of this

T dependence were found we could attribute this to special

circumstances in the R.F.S.E. experiment. Thus we can define

the temperature independent quantity y (ic) =v (ic) /T . In order

to determine the anisotropy of y (ic) , we expand y (it) in terms

of a set of basis functions F^ic) with symmetry appropriate to

the face centred tetragonal structure of indium, with expan-

sion coefficients C i to be chosen by fitting to experiment

i
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= z
i

(4.3)

Introducing the suffix j to denote the j-th orbit and defining

G. . as the average of the basis function F^ic) over the j-th

orbit

j j

then eq.(4.2) reduces to

r Fi<k> dk / r dk
j= —v;:— / vi

(4.4)

(4.5)

For a given set of basis functions F.(K), the corresponding

path averages G.. for the second zone were calculated using

Fermi surface radius and velocity values from the 6 O.P.W.

(R =0.575Å) model surface of Ashcroft and Lawrence (1968), andc
assuming an isotropic electron-phonon velocity renormalization

factor of 1.6. For the third zone we used the model surface of

Harmans (1975). Values of C. were then obtained by minimizing

the weighted root mean square error of fit e given by

e = — (4.6)

where a. is the experimental error in the measured coefficient

Y-. In general, j>i, yielding an overdetermined set of eq.(4.5)

whose best set of coefficients C. can be determined by mini-

mizing eq.(4.6). The validity of such a procedure depends crit-

ically on the choice of suitable basis functions F.(k) since

the use of inappropriate functions may sometimes provide a good

fit to the experimental data but a physically unrealistic scat-

tering anisotropy. Ideally therefore, sn inversion scheme based

on a theoretical model of the scattering anisotropy is to be

preferred. In the absence of any suitable model for indium how-

ever we have employed several different basis sets involving

symmetrized Fourier series functions FH, of the form
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ak ak
FHlmn

= E cos cos (m-^) cos(n-=-̂ -) (4.7)

where a=4.556 8, c/a = 1.0831 and 1, m, n are integers >0,

for which 1+m+n is even. The summation implies permutation of

1 and m for l^m. In addition to using the functions FH, alone,
2 2 2 a 2

ranked in order of increasing 1 +m +n (-) , as the basis func-

tions F.(k), we have also employed various combinations with

the electron velocity and Fermi surface radius, including
F H lmn W h e n theF Hlmn / vk' vk

+FHlmn' < k f

set of test functions we must keep the following in mind.

Even for accurately known y. and G.. in eq.(4.5), the problem

has an infinite number of solutions. We must try to measure y

for a lot of orbits resulting in a dense network over the

Fermi surface. In principal the function y(k) can have an ar-

bitrary value at those parts of the Fermi surface through

which the j-orbits do not pass, without spoiling eg. (4.5).

However we can reject a lot of solutions on.physical grounds

because we can allow neither solutions which show a negative

scattering rate over big parts of the Fermi surface nor solu-

tions which are strongly oscillating. We must try to find the

simplest, smoothest solution from among those which satisfy

the experimental data. The test functions should oscillate as

little as possible and their number should be as small as pos-

sible , but even than there is some chance that we don't have a

correct solution. Therefore we need local scattering rates

from e.g. limiting points to test our results.

4.1.1 THE SCATTERING RATE ON THE SECOND ZONE

A lot of orbits were measured on the second zone hole surface

of indium. In certain small regions R.F.S.E. signals were found

which do not show a T dependence (see section 3.1.2). For

these regions it was not possible to determine an average scat-

tering rate over extremal orbits. We omit these regions in the

inversion scheme» A lot of orbits were measured on the rest of

the second zone Fermi surface. The results of the measurements
1*5
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[001]

[100]

(a)

[001]
[101] [100]

(b)
Fig. 4.1 a. Second zone hole surface of indium. The region

marked by broken curves represents the basic
l/16th unit of symmetry.

b. (001) stereographic projection of the basic
l/16th unit showing the locations of the 18
orbits listed in table 4.1.

expressed as the coefficient y for each orbit are presented in

table 4.1. In most cases these values represent the average of

measurements in several samples of different thicknesses and

sometimes different surface orientation. In view of the influ-

ence of the effectiveness of the scattering at each point

along the orbit on the value of y we only used data for y

measured in crystals with thicknesses of 360 um or more (see

also section 3.1.1).

Figure 4.1 shows in a stereographic plot the locations of the

18 orbits listed in table 4.1. From this figure we can conclude

that there is a sufficient dense network of orbits on the sec-

ond zone to invert the data to determine the local scattering

rate v (it) . In general satisfactory fits to the experimental

data were obtained with each of the basis sets involving com-

binations of FH l m n, v k and kf, provided at least five terms

were included in the expansion (eq.(4.5)). The scattering

anisotropies corresponding to these various fits differ in

I
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Table 4.1 Orbitally-averagéd electron-phonon scattering rates on the
second .zone Fermi surface of indium.

orbit no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

9

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

42.7

42.9

43.1

43.6

10

75

78

82.5

75

47.9

10

13

15

18

23

30

37.5

45

.0

5.9

11.6

17.6

0

0

0

45

45

14

m/mo

1.16

1.10

1.07

1.03

0.97

0.85

0.79

0.77

0.87

0.88

0.90

0.96

1.17

1.09

1.15

0.79

0.86

0.94

Y=v/T3

(107sec"1K~3)

16.5

16.5

16.6

16.9

17.7

14.3

14.0

15.1

9.9

10.0

10.4

10.7

18.5

14.9

15.2

15.1

16.5

12.1

o

UO^ec'V"3)

1.7

0.8

1.8

0.8

0.9

1.4

1.0

0.7

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.9

1.5

0.7

0.8

1.0

1.2

9 and <j> are polar coordinates defining the field direction relative
to cartesian axes [OOl] (e=0), [lOO] (6=90, 4>=0) and [OlO] (9=90,
<f>=90). All orbits are central and m/m is the calculated cyclotron
mass of the closed orbit in units of the free electron mass m . a
is the experimental error in the measured coefficient y.. °

I
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1O
7
5«c-' K"

3 Fig. 4.2 Dependence of the colli-

sion frequency, averaged

over the orbit, on the

direction of the magnetic

field. The solid curve is

calculated with eq.(4.8).

detailed form, but share general features in common. The scat-

tering anisotropy can be represented by the best five coeffi-

cient Fourier series fit

= 9.43 - 9.90 - l 6 .94 (FH 1 0 1 +FH Q n ) - 2.52(FH2Q()+

+FHQ20) + 3.81 (107 s e c " 1 K~3) (4.8)

This fit is accurate within the limit \y-~l CiG±.|/y- s 7 per-

cent. By increasing the number of terms 1beyond 5, the func-

tion y(k) starts to oscillate, while the value of e (eq.(4.6))

does not decrease significantly. With 7 coefficients large

parts on the second zone show a negative value of -y (k) . To

check that the 5 term fit of eq.(4.8) did not show an oscilla-

tory behaviour between the measured orbits we calculated y for

intermediate orbits. In figure 4.2 is plotted the collision

frequency averaged over orbits as a function of direction of

the magnetic field in a plane with 9=90°, i.e. y (9=90 ,(j>) .

(9 and <j) are defined in table 4.1.) A comparison of this cal-

culated curve with the experimental points 1-8 demonstrates

the accuracy of the inversion scheme.

The scattering anisotropies in the principal symmetry planes

corresponding to the fit (eq.(4.8)) are illustrated in figure

4.3. In general we find a large anisotropy of the scattering

rate over the second zone surface (typically in excess of

•J
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30 -

Fig. 4.3 Anisotropy of tlje scattering rate y00( ) . Fermi
surface radius k ( ) and velocity v(k) ( )
along principle symmetry planes of the second zone.
The units of y, k and v are respectively 107sec-1K~3,
6.90xl06cm~1 an<i 0.66*107cin sec"1. Also shown is the
variation of y(k)(- — - —) near [ i l l ] as obtained
from limiting point size effect measurements.

2 0 : 1 ) . As expected t h e s c a t t e r i n g r a t e tends to be high in r e -

gions close to the Brillouin zone boundaries where the influ-

ence of the l a t t i c e i s greatest and the coupling to transverse

phonons becomes strong (see section 4 .2) . In the most free e-

lectron-l ike region of the Fermi surface near the centre of the

[ i l l ] faces, the scat ter ing ra te f a l l s to a low value. In fig-

ure 4.3 we have also plotted the Fermi wave vector and electron

veloci ty . From the figure we can see that the scat ter ing rate

shows the same anisotropy as the Fermi radius and the inverse

of the velocity. This same behaviour has been found in Ag and

Cu. Johnson and Goodrich (1976) found an improvement in their

f i t i f ( k-k . ) FH (it) was used as t e s t function, in which k .mm r min
i s selected to be a number that i s less than kf for a l l it on

the Fermi surface. We also used (k-k
min)FH(ic) and FH(ic)/v(5c) as

t e s t functions in the inversion scheme, because the anisotropy

of the scattering ra te i s already resolved a b i t by using the

anisotropy of k or l/v(ic) . The f i t s however were not improved

by using these type of tes t functions. Also the form of the

anisotropy of the scat ter ing rate did not change, although in

case FH/v was used the scattering ra te was increased at points
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at which the velocity drops to a low value, (e.g. the point

labelled C in figure 4.3 increased from 26x10 sec" K~ to

Slxio^sec^K and point [lio] increased from 24xio sec" K

to 28xiO sec K , which was compensated by a broader minimum

around [ill].)

In the inversion scheme leading to eq.(4.8) we used an isotrop-

ic velocity renormalisation factor X=0.6. We investigated the

anisotropy of X over the second zone Fermi surface. We used an

inversion scheme with input parameters \^ averaged over ex-

tremal orbits. These \^ were obtained via m =nu (1+X) from the

experimental masses as determined from cyclotron resonance ex-

periments by Mina and Khaikin (1965, 1966). The band mass n^

was calculated using the O.P.W. description with the parameters

of Ashcroft and Lawrence (1968). Recalculating the inversion

scheme for the scattering rates including X(k) did not lead to

significant changes in the local values of the scattering rate,

although X varied between 0.4 and 0.8.

It is possible to compare the results obtained from the invers-

ion scheme with other measurements on the second zone i.e. lim-

iting point size effect measurements and measurements on spe-

cial orbits. Independent confirmation that the minimum near

[ill] is a physically significant feature is obtained by com-

parison with the limiting point size effect measurements as

described in section 3.1.4. A good fit to the data described

in section 3.1.4 was obtained by assuming that within 15° of

[ill] , the varation of the local scattering rate with angle x

from [ill] followed a parabolic law of the form

Y(k) = (1.2 + 0.2) + (0.023+0.003)x' (107 sec"1K 3) (4.9)

This variation which is represented by the dashed-dot curve in

figure 4.3 is in satisfactory agreement with the results of the

inversion scheme.

No limiting point size effect signals were found for the region

around [ooi]. From figure 4.3 we can see that the scattering

rate at [oof) is about 20 times higher than in the region around

[ill] . This indicates that it is very unlikely that we can find

•'•fi

ål

|fe
Hk.

i
•i
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a limiting point size effect signal from this part of the

Fermi surface. The fact that only a signal was found in the

thinnest samples and at the lowest temperatures can serve as an

indirect prove of the high scattering rate as found in the in-

version scheme.

More "local" information on the scattering rate can also be ob-

tained from measurements of special orbits on the second zone

(section 3.1.3). Temperature dependent measurements were per-

formed on the c- and c'-peak (figure 3.16) in samples with

n//[00l] and with the magnetic field oriented along [llO]. This

allows us to investigate different parts of the (110)-orbit,

which we shall denote by the c- and c'-part of the (110)-orbit.

The c'-peak showed a T dependence and we obtained an average

scattering rate over this part of the orbit y ,=(12.9+1.3)10

sec
-1 -3 A calculation of y , for the c'-part of the orbit

,7

part of the orbit y =20x10 sec" 1^ .
C - 7 — 1 -

eq.(4.2) and eq.(4.8) gives 7=23x10 sec K

with the aid of eq.(4.2) and eq.(4.8) gives y ,=13.1x10
-1 -3 c

sec K . The c-peak signals unfortunately did not show a well

defined T dependence due to overlapping of other signals. A

very crude estimate of y from these signals gives
- 7 -1 —3 c -

Y =(30+8)10 sec K . We can however also calculate y on this

part of the orbit, because y , and y of the total (110)-orbit

are known from the experiment. We then obtain for the c-peak

Calculation of y with

From these

measurements of the c- and c'-peak we again can conclude that

the scattering rate tends to be high in the region around

[001].

Much stronger signals are in general found from X-lines. As

can be seen from figure 3.2 a lot of X-peaks can be observed.

For most of the X-peaks a T dependence was found. Only if we

observed overlapping of signals we did not find a T depend-

ence. However it turned out that the temperature dependent

measurements on X-peaks do not give much information on the

scattering rate. This is due to the following reasons

1. It is very difficult to locate the exact position of the

orbit on the Fermi surface, because it is not a central cross

section of the Fermi surface and the position is determinedt
Si
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•-»ar-

by special points (break-points, .--ee section 3.1.3).

2. Once the location on the Fermi surface is found it is diffi-

cult to calculate the path length because it is not obvious

which part of the orbit gives a contribution to the signal.

We can illustrate this by an example. We measured the X-peak in

a sample with the normal to the sample parallel to [lOO] and

with the magnetic field in a direction 30° from [OOl]. The lo-

cation of the orbit was identified from a previous study

(de Groot 1974) and from temperature dependent measurements we

find a value for yt. With eq.(4.8) we calculated y over the or-

bit and with eq. (3.2) we evaluated t. We found a difference of

20 percent between the experimental and calculated yt. This

difference can easily be explained. The orbit on the Fermi sur-

face is far from a central cross-section. This means that t in

eq.(3.2) is very sensitive to the position of the orbit. Indeed

a shift of the orbit into the direction of the magnetic field

over only 0.02 (2i5/a) changes the calculated yt by about 25

percent, while y for this shifted orbit is changing only 3 per-

cent. The same behaviour of the product yt was found for

X-peaks in crystals with fi//[00l] and the magnetic field re-

spectively 30° and 45 from £oio] . The calculated value yt for

these orbits agreed with the experimentally determined yt, be-

cause a small shift of the orbits into the direction of the

magnetic field changed the value of t by an amount of about

30 percent.

Thus, unless the position of the orbit of a X-peak is very

well defined, it is not possible to obtain more "local" infor-

mation on the scattering rate from temperature dependent

X-peak measurements.

We calculated the behaviour of yt for the orbits that give

rise to signals with an anomalous temperature dependence as

described in section 3.1.2.

In section 3.1.2 we assumed (for orbits in crystals with

n//[l00] and for H//[00l]) a linear dependence of the scatter-

ing rate as a function of the shift of the orbit in the direc-

tion of the magnetic field (figure 3.13). Using eq.(4.8) and

eq.(4.2) we calculate in a 360 pm thick sample for the central

i

å

I

i
••••(•å
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[no]

[111]
25.5

2«.S 26 T 21 15

[001] [101]
13 16

[100]

Fig. 4.4 Map of the electron-phonon scattering rate over the sec-
ond zone Fermi surface of indium. The map shows the basic
1/16th part of the stereographic projection and is based
on the five term Fourier series expansion of eq.(4.8).
No reliable data exist in small parts around T and W as
no orbits in the fit are crossing these points (see figure
4.1). The scattering rate is in 107sec~xK 3 . The shaded
regions denote constant scattering rates.

orbit yt=0.17 and for an 0.15 (2ir/a) shifted orbit Yt=0.11. For

the intermediate region we indeed find a linear dependence of

yt . Moreover if we assume a T dependence in the experiment in

the low and high temperature region (figure 3.12, d=360 pm) we

find respectively yt=0.15 and yt=0«09. This seems to support

the correctness of the assumption that a lot of orbits contri-

buting to the signal give r ise to an anomalous temperature de-

pendence .

For the orbits that contribute to the signals shov;n in figure

3.14 we find with eq.(4.8) and eq.(4.2) that yt varied between

0.15 and 0.09 for a 360 urn thick crys ta l . Assuming a T depend-

ence for the high temperature region in figure 3.14 we find

yt=0.11, which is the right order of magnitude.

Finally we visualize in figure 4.4 the function y(it) in a

stereographic projection. In this figure one can see the be-

•i
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haviour of the scattering rate as a function of position on the

second zone Fermi surface.

4.1.2 THE SCATTERING RATE ON THE THIRD ZONE

In section 3.2 we have described the problems that arise if

one performs temperature dependent measurements on signals com-

ing from the third zone. It turned out to be possible to deter-

mine the averaged scattering rate over third zone orbits by

measuring the temperature dependence of the R.F.S.E. line am-

plitude in pure indium as well as indium-lead crystals. Howev-

er all orbits on the B-arms are non-central except for the

(110)-orbit. This means that it is in general not an easy mat-

ter to locate the exact position of the orbit. This position

can be determined from the measured extremal caliper dimension

and the calculated electron Fermi surface, which however

strongly depends on the used model potential. De Groot et al.

(1977) have performed calculations of the Fermi surface of in-

dium using different models. From their K.K.R.Z. model we

calculated the position of 13 orbits, which are shown in figure

4.5. From the figure we can see that the third zone is only

0.20 -

[100]

Fig. 4.5 (OOl)-cross sect ion of the th i rd zone Fermi surface
of indium, showing the locations of 13 measured
orbi ts l i s t ed in table 4 .2 .
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Table 4.2 Orbitally-averaged electron-phonon scattering rates on the
third zone Fermi surface of indium.

orbit

no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

a

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

<f>

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

0

- 7

-10

-15

-25

.5

0.0

0.005

0.011

0.016

0.022

0.027

0.032

0.037

0.046

0.049

0.053

0.056

0.065

m/m
o

.113

.113

.114

.116

.120

.123

.127

.132

.144

.153

.169

.182

.215

Y=v/T3

(107sec~lK~3)

24.1

24.0

24.3

24.1

23.6

22.8

22.5

• 22.3

21.3

21.0

20.7

21.3

20.5

(107

a

sec-'lf3)

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.6

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.4

2.5

3.5

9 and <j> are defined in table 4.1. k_, is the distance over which the
orbit is shifted from U (.288, .288, .9232) parallel to the magnetic
field direction. (See also figure 4.5.) m/m is the calculated cyclo-
tron mass of the closed orbit in units of tfie free electron mass m .
a is the experimental error in the measured coefficient Y-- °

partly covered with orbits, which is due to the fact that no

signals from the region of the connection of the tubes could

be detected. The caliper dimensions of orbits close to the

B-arm connection are so small that the signal should appear

at very low intensities of the magnetic field (H&20 Oe) and

will be drowned in the strong "peak-at-zero-field" which is

always observable between 0 and 50 Oe (de Groot and Hoff 1975,

de Groot et al. 1975) .

in table 4.2 we list the position of the measured orbits to-

gether with the coefficient Y- Y was evaluated from the ex-

perimental value Yt using eg.(3.2) and the model Fermi surface
1
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of Harmans (1975), assuming an isotropic electron-phonon mass

enhancement parameter X of 0.8 (Grimvall 1976). For some or-

bits on the third zone the cyclotron mass has been measured by

Mina and Khaikin (1965, 1966) and eq.(3.14) can be used to e-

valuate y. Both methods to determine y from the experimental

yt gave the same result- The coefficient y is for some orbits

the average of measurements in pure indium crystals and in

indium-lead crystals (see section 3.2) . The signals from or-

bits 10, 11, 12 and 13 are rather weak causing a big error in

Figure 4.6 shows Y as a function of the direction of the mag-

netic field. As can be seen from this figure there is a tend-

ency of the averaged scattering rate to decrease if we turn

from the central (110)-orbit (orbit no. 1) to the orbits

that are running close to the region of the connection of the

B-arms (orbits 10 to 13). This indicates that the scattering

rate is decreasing if we turn from the (110)-cross section to

the (100)-cross section.

We have tried to invert the orbital averaged scattering rates

to local values using an inversion scheme. It turned out that

1 coefficient was sufficient to adjust all the experimental

data to within their experimental error (this constant scat-

tering rate is indicated by the dashed line in figure 4.6).

Increasing the number of parameters C. in eq.(4.5) to 3 did

lO'sec-V3

t

-30 -15 45

Fig. 4.6 Dependence of y of third zone orbits on magnetic field
direction. The dashed line is explained in the text.
The numbers refer to the orbits in table 4.2.
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not improve the fit very much and led to an oscillatory behav-

iour of the scattering rate. Inversion of the data to local

values of the scattering rate is only possible if the measured

orbits form a dense network over the Fermi surface. The 13

measured orbits however do not cover the whole third zone Fermi

surface. Moreover these orbits do intersect each other only at

two points (figure 4.5) and we conclude that the inversion

scheme cannot be applied to the data from the third zone.

The scattering rate obtained from the parallel field size ef-

fect measurements can be compared with the scattering rate ob-

tained from a limiting point size effect measurement (see sec-

tion 3.2.2). Temperature dependent measurements on the limiting

point labelled I in figure 3.24 yielded a value

Y=(19 ±3.5) 10 sec"1!? , which is roughly in agreement with what

we find from the parallel field effect measurements.

The central section of the tube was also investigated in cyclo-

tron resonance experiments (Castaing and Goy 1973). In the tem-

perature interval 1.5-4 K a T dependence in these experiments

Is found which agrees with the present results. A noteworthy

difference between the y deduced from the cyclotron resonance

experiment and the present result is that it differs almost a

factor 2 (YCR=12xi0
7sec~1K"3; YRFSE=22.8xi0

7sec~1K"3). In fact

one should expect the opposite behaviour, because in cyclotron

resonance experiments the excitation energy of the electrons

is much higher than in the R.F.S.E. resulting in a higher num-

ber of available final states aiul thus a higher scattering

rate. The difference in y found from the R.F.S.E. and the cy-

clotron resonance experiments is a discrepancy which is not

presently understood.

4.2 A SIMPLE CALCULATION OF THE ELECTRON-PHONON SCATTERING RATE

In this section we calculate the scattering of electrons due to

phonons on a few points on the Fermi surface. A calculation of

the electron-phonon scattering rate involving the full electron

and phonon spectrum is a complicated matter. Such a full calcu-

lation of the scattering rate in indium has not been done yet.
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We do not present a full calculation but show that a considera-

ble anisotropy of the scattering rate can be expected in the

limit T-*-0K.

In order to calculate the electron-phonon scattering rate we

use eq.(1.19) together with eq.(l.l8). The only unh.iown quan-

tity in eq.(1.18) is the matrixelement M that describes the

interaction.

In the pseudopotential formalism the wave function of the elec-

tron in state k is represented by a sum over orthogonalized

plane waves (OPW) (Philips and Kleinman 1959)

= E a. (it)
j J

|it+5.>
J

(4.10)

where a. is the wave function coefficient and 2 is a recipro-

cal lattice vector. In this formalism the matrixelement rep-

resenting the scattering from k to it1 is than given by

-1

M = V |
q,a

= EZ a*(it') a. (4.11)
q,a

,sc is the scattering pseudopotential corresponding to

()

where

the Vd'u displacement of atomic potentials u(r) from their

equilibrium positions in the presence of a frozen lattice wave

of vector q and mode a. (Frozen because we neglect phonon ener-

gy and assume elastic scattering.) If r, denote equilibrium

lattice sites and or, the corresponding displacements (assumed

to be small) than

V c (r) = Z |u(|r-r..-6r |) - y(|r-r, | ) | (4.12)

Generally a matrixelement of the form <ic' |v|5c>, where V is the

lattice potential, can be split in a structure factor Stlit-It'l)

depending on the difference in it and k1 and a form factor

<it'|u|it> depending on individual atomic potentials ^(Ir-r,!).

Harrison (1966) has shown that if we assume that the form fac-
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tors do not change in the interaction and we make a series ex-

pansion of the structure factor to lowest order in the atom

displacements eq.(4.11) is rewritten as (a^ are real numbers)

VL = (—^— )h ZZ -i a, (it1)a. (it) (it'-it+S.-£.)•§_

!.> (4.13)

where p is the density of the metal and § and u^ are the

polarisation vector and the frequency of ^'° ^'a a phonon

with wavevector q and polarisation index a.

To calculate M in eq.(4.13) knowledge of the full phonon and

full electron spectrum is needed. Performing such a calculation

is a very cumbersome matter and therefore we carry on the cal-

culation by assuming the following

1. Each point on the Fermi surface can be described by 2 OPW's.

Depending on the position of k on the Fermi surface we choose

from a 6 OPW calculation the two most important OPW's.

2. In the limit T-K)K we can write k'=k+q i.e. we neglect Um-

klapp scattering in which case we should write jt'=it+q+S.

3. We also neglect scattering from the second zone sheet to

the third zone sheet and vice versa.

4. The phonon spectrum can be described by an isotropic Debye

spectrum, (D=sq where s is the sound velocity.

• • * - * •

In the limit T-+0K we can write expanding to first order in q

= a. (4.14)

where z is the distance from k to the Bragg-plane perpendicu

lar to S, measured in the direction of 2. We also take into

account the momentum dependence of the formfactor via

v V
q k

(4.15)

where V = <it I v I it •
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If we wr i te B=(h/2p) , <it|v|5t>=Vo and <ic|y l
for M using eq.(4.l4) and eq.(4.15)

B

^Vj we o b t a i n

M a

q ,a
v a .nq,a

q,a
•q 2aoai V1+ I I

3 a.

-a
q,a

3z o 3z |||

3V

§ -G 2aQa]

I I I

IV

(4.16)

In eq.(4.16) we have labelled the terms, I, II, III and IV.

Each term gives rise to a T dependence of the scattering rate

because of its proportionality to |q|. We show this for the

first term, which is nonzero only for longitudinal phonons.

As a +a,=l in a two OPW calculation and é .q=|q|=q for longitu-

dinal phonons we can write (u^ =w,=sq,)
q,a

M = B (4.17)

We have to insert eq.(4.17) in eq.(l.l8) in order to calculate

a F. In the limit T-»-0K we can write for the surface element
2

dS.,=2Trq dq and v, ,=v. and a F can be written as

FS

k-k1 hv, ,

2ir2hv

o I Ip̂  2
T U

(4.18) I
Substituting eq.(4.18) in eq.(1.19) we obtain

%
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2V2 •"
o [ 2

* nh2
Vl.B* I " *

du> (4.19)

It can easily be shown that

1 (4.20)

which is a function that is strongly decreasing with increasing

frequency. This means that only the low energy part of the a F

is important in the calculation of the scattering rate, which

justifies the use of a Debye spectrum for the phonons. Insert-

ing eq.(4.20) in eq-(4.l9) and changing the integrationvariable

.o) to (liu/kgT) we finally get the result

I—"sinh (hu

4.2
(kBT) (4.21)

in which J x dx
sinh(x)

=4.2.

For transverse phonons term I and II in eq.(4.16) do not give

any contribution to M because § -q=0. The important feature
q»t

of the terms III and IV in eq.(4.16) is that a coupling with

transverse phonons can occur. The sound velocity of transverse

phonons in indium is lower than the velocity of longitudinalphonons (typically =2.7) and this can cause an increase of

the scattering rate (see eq.(4.21). In terms III and IV we have

to deal with the products é -2 and q«S, which change their val-

ue if we integrate around k, because they depend on the direc-

tion of q. Therefore we cannot write dS. ,=2irq dq in the evalu-

ation of the formulas for the scattering rate due to terms III

and IV in eq.(4.16). Considering only the ic'-dependent quanti-
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ties we have to evaluate instead of / q

Fig. 4.7 Plane of integration around
lc-point (eq.(4.22)). <f> and
6 are the angles between
the projection of G on the
plana and respectively q and
G. e and e are the po-

q, q2

larization vectors of a

phonon.
2 Jf

FS

(§q-G) fq3dq f

the expression

2 2
cos a cos 3

(4.22)

where a is the angle between é^ and S, & is the angle between
q and G and <(> is the angle in ^ the plane of integration (fig-
ure 4.7). Let 5 denote the angle between G and i ts projection
on the plane of integration.

We consider the situation that the polarization vectors of
the two transverse modes of the phonons are perpendicular to
q i .e . we neglect the quasi-longitudinal character of the
transverse phonons that can exist in a real metal. Solving the
dynamical matrix for the phonons in indium learns that this
quasi-longitudinal character of transverse phonons amounts less
than a few percent. We only consider the situations that

1. e is perpendicular to the plane of integration (e in
1figure 4.7) which leads to

2ir
2 2 2

cos a cos 3 d$ = IT COS 6
sin S and

2. e is in the plane of integration (é
leads to *
2ir

i n f igu re 4 .7) which

2
cos a cos B d<|> = \ cos 6.
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25 5 0 75 100

Fig. 4.8 Variation of the pseudo-wave function coefficients
from the 6 OFW calculation on the (110)-central cross
section of the hole surface of indium, k is the Fermi
surface radius.

With the formulas given above we estimate the scattering rate

for a few points on the second zone. Figure 4.8 shows the vari-

ation of the wave function coefficients on the (110)-cross sec-

tion as determined from a 6 OPW model calculation with the

parameters of Ashcroft and Lawrence (1968). From figure 4.8 we

can learn that in any combination a and a, always one of the

coefficients is small, except at point C (figure 4.8). Also

Vj is an order of magnitude smaller than V (for the Ashcroft

and Lawrence parameters VX11/V =0.113, V00_/V"o=0.047 and

V200/Vo=-0.006) and
2 0 0

o 0 . 0 0 6 ) and 8V^ _̂  /3q=0.1 ( a . u . ) . (VQ=0.21 a . u . ) . As

terms I I , I I I and IV ' for longitudinal phonons are at

least an order of magnitude smaller than term I in eq.(4.16)

we can calculate the contribution of longitudinal phonons with

eq.(4.21) .

We estimate the contribution to the scattering rate of longitu-

dinal phono .is (I in eg. (4.16)) and transverse phonons (III and

IV in eq.(4.16)) at different points on the second zone Fermi

surface.

a. [ i l l ] -po in t . The phonons that sca t te r electrons out of the

[ i l l ] -po in t have a wave vector q approximately perpendicular to

I
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[002]
Fig. 4.9 (HO)-cross section

showing parts of Fermi

spheres constructed

around [OOO] , [ i l l ] ,

[002] and [i l l ] , t
denote reciprocal lat-

tice vectors.

[000]

<$2 (figure 4.9), and thus q-G"2=0 and terms III and IV do not

give a contribution for this reciprocal lattice vector. A cou-

pling can exist between the phonons and the reciprocal lattice

vectors 3 and 6.. Term III however can be neglected because

3aOO2/3z, aa^j/az and aa^y/az are almost zero at [ill]. Due

to coupling of transverse phonons with S term IV gives a small

contribution to the scattering rate at [ill] i.e.

vIV=s0.15x].o T sec" . (In this number we have included the con-

tribution of both transverse modes and the equivalent recipro-

cal vectors of G^ i.e. the ones that connect [ill] with [200]

and [020] respectively). The contribution of the longitudinal

phonons to the scattering rate at [ill] is calculated with

eq.(4.21) and Vj-si.öxl 7 3

Thus v(lll)=1.75xio7T3 sec

b. [00l]-point. The phonons that scatter electrons out of [OOl]

have a wavevector q lying in the (001)-plane and therefore do

not couple to <$3 (figure 4.9). These phonons can couple with

G^ (and its equivalent reciprocal lattice vectors i.e. the

ones that connect [OOl] with [ill], [ill], [ill] and [Til]).

Both term III (due to Zalll/2z) and term IV give a

sec

' 1

"1

I
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contribution to the scattering rate at [00l]. We obtain includ-

ing the contribution due to both the transverse modes and

the longitudinal mode ^=1.6*10 ' T J sec"1) for the scattering

at [001] : v(001)*14.6x 107T3 sec"1.

c. point C (figure 4.8). At this point on the rim of the hole

surface we expect a high scattering rate due to mixing of the

wave functions. The phonons can couple with either G^, G2 or G

As the derivatives of the wave functions coefficients become

rather big at this point term III gives the biggest contribu-

tion. Together with the contribution of longitudinal phonons

we find v(C)=35*107T3 sec"1.

d. [lio3-point. At the [llO]-point the phonons couple with re-

ciprocal lattice vectors of the type § 4 and G"2> The most im-

portant contribution comes from coupling with S 2
 i n t e r m I]:I'

Term III gives only a small contribution if we consider cou-

pling of phonons with S 4 because we have to insert V 0 0 2 in-

stead of V,.. which is a factor 2.4 smaller. For the total
111 - 1•LJ--L 1- -1 7 3

scattering rate at [llOj we find v(110)=40x10 T sec

We can compare these theoretical values for the scattering

rate with the experimental values (table 4.3). As the proba-

b i l i t y that the electron can go from one side of the sample

to the other one in the experiments (section 3.1.1) is small

(which means that we will only measure the electrons with the

lowest scattering ra te i . e . electrons at the Fermi energy)

the factor R in eq.(1.16) is taken to be 1 (Wagner and Albers

1975) .

Table 4.3 Comparison of theo-

retical and experi-

mental scattering

rates on the hole

surface

a. accuracy limited to

50 percent.

b. accuracy limited to

10 percent.

point

111

001

C

no

theory

1.75

14.6

35

40

experiment

1.2

23.5

26.5

24.5
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Ev-

The accuracy of the theoretical values of the scattering rate

is not very high. We have estimated the average sound velocity

for the phonons that come into play at each point and also the

value of 3V /8g is only known with an accuracy of 20 per-
Jc,it'+3

cent (Griessen and Sorbello 1974). Besides for point C and the

[HO]-point it is not obvious what we should take for the

exact direction of q. The accuracy in the theoretical numbers

is therefore not better than 50 percent. If we compare the

values for the scattering rate obtained with the simple 2 OPW

model with the values obtained from the experiment we can con-

clude that the anisotropy of the scattering rate found in the

experiment is more or less also found in theory i.e. a high

scattering rate at points C and [llO] and a low scattering

rate at [ill]. At [00l] we find in the experiments a scattering

rate that is a factor 2 higher than the theoretical value. It

should be noted here that these numbers are only valid for

T-K)K. Meador and Lawrence (1977) have found in a calculation

of the scattering rate in Al that the anisotropy becomes less

pronounced if the temperature is increased.

In the 2 OPW calculation we did not take into account Umklapp

scattering. Sometimes one defines an Umklapp-process to be a

process in which a reciprocal lattice vector is involved. The

reciprocal lattice vectors G* in terms III and IV of eq.(4.16)

are however not due to the scattering geometry, but to the

wave functions. In a real Umklapp-process we have ic'-k"=q±G\

The electrons can go to a different part of the Fermi surface.

In this process however a minimum |q| is required, because

there is a certain gap between different parts of the Fermi

surface. We can in general neglect q compared to 3 for Umklapp

scattering and thus the matrixelement M in eq.(4.16) is no

longer proportional to q resulting in deviations of the T 3

dependence. If a lot of Umklapp-processes should occur along

an orbit we no longer expect a T dependence of the scattering

rate to be found in the experiment (see e.g. Gasparov 1974,

Tomlinson and Carbotte 1976 and Meador and Lawrence 1977).

We did not calculate the contribution of Umklapp scattering in

••9

• få.
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indium, but Umklapp-scattering can be expected at points at

which the gap between second and third zone surface becomes

rather small (e.g. point C and the [llO] -point).

In a simple 2 OPW calculation it is not possible to describe

the third zone Fermi surface of indium and we did not estimate

the scattering rate on this sheet. However the wave function

coefficients are rapidly changing on most parts of the electron

surface and a high contribution due to term III in eq.(4.16)

can be expected.

There exists a full calculation of the electron-phonon scat-

tering in Al performed by Meador and Lawrence (1977). The Fermi

surface of Al has almost the same shape as the Fermi surface of

In. From a comparison of the results in Al and In it follows

that the orientation dependence of the anisotropy has the same

general form in the two metals, with the notable exception that

in Al the values for [OOl] and [ill] are similar (which was

confirmed by magnetic field induced surface states experiments

of Doezema and Wegehaupt 1975), but in In they are different.

This difference can easily be explained. In indium terms III

and IV (eq.(4.16)) do give a big contribution to the scattering

rate at £00l] due to coupling with transverse phonons, while in

Al terms III and IV do not give a big contribution. This dif-

ference stems from the fact that in Al the wave fuction coef-

ficients and their derivatives to z are smaller than in indium

and also (s1/st) =8 in Al, while (s1/sfc)
4=55 in indium. If we

estimate the scattering rate at [ill] and [OOi] in Al using

eq.(4.16) and the Fermi surface parameters of Ashcroft (1963)

it turns out that only the contribution of longitudinal phonons

to the scattering rate is important at these points. We find

v(00l)=v(lll)=0.35xi07T3 sec"1, while Meador and Lawrence

obtained in their calculation v(001)=0.4xi07T3 sec"1 and

v(111)=0.38x10 T sec"1. We can conclude that the relatively

high scattering rate at [OOl] in indium is caused by the Fermi

surface properties (via

the phonon spectrum properties (via the ratio of s.
and V11]L and their derivatives) and

, and s ).

Meador and Lawrence calculated the average scattering rate on

-~»

%
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the third zone (110)-orbit in Al to be 5xlO7T3 sec"1. This num-

ber was confirmed in cyclotron resonance experiments (Doezema

and Koch 1975) and differs by a factor 13 compared to the cal-

culated scattering rate at [ill] on the second zone surface of

Al. It is interesting to note that in indium the ratio of the

average scattering rate over the (110)-orbit of the third zone

surface and the scattering rate at [ill] on the second zone

surface as obtained from the present experiments is in the same

order of magnitude i.e. Z(110-orbit)/v(111)=17

Summary of chapter IV

The anisotropy of the scattering rate over the second zone

Fermi surface of indium is obtained from an inversion of aver-

aged scattering rates over extremal orbits and turned out to be

quite high (20:1). Local values of the scattering rate around

[ill] obtained from limiting point size effect measurements are

in agreement with the values obtained from the inversion

scheme.

In order to compare details of the anisotropy found in the ex-

periment with theoretical values of the scattering rate it is

necessary to perform a "full" calculation (i.e. a calculation

including the full phonon- and electron-spectrum). This calcu-

lation is currently in progress (Swihart and Garrett) and is

beyond the scope of the present study. We have calculated the

scattering rate for a few points on the second zone using a

simple 2 OPW description. The anisotropy of the scattering rate

determined from this calculation roughly agrees with the

anisotropy found in the experiment. The calculated values are

however only valid in the low temperature limit (T->0K) and it

is perhaps surprising that in the experiments no deviations

from a T dependence of the scattering rate are found due to

Umklapp-processes, which set in at higher temperatures.

A weak variation of the scattering rate on parts of the third

zone surface is found in the experiment. We did not calculate

the scattering rate on the third zone because a 2 OPW model

calculation is not sufficient to describe the electron surface.

•3
'. -i
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SUMMARY

The anisotropy of the electron-phonon collision frequency on

the second and third zone Fermi surfaces of indium has been

determined from the temperature dependence of radio-frequency

size effect (R.F.S.E.) line amplitudes.

The orbitally averaged scattering rates turn out to vary with

temperature T according to a T dependence over the entire

Fermi surface, except for orbits on the hole surface close to

the (100) and (001) symmetry planes. The anomalous temperature

dependencies found in the experiments could be attributed to

the special circumstances under which the R.F.S.E. was observed.

The influences of both the scattering effectiveness and the

multiple turns of the electrons on the observed temperature

dependence are discussed extensively. For a large number of

extremal orbits on the second and third zone Fermi surfaces

the average scattering rates were measured. In order to obtain

a functional expression for the local collision frequency over

the entire Fermi surface an inversion technique was used. As

a result we found that the anisotropy of the collision frequen-

cy over the second zone surface is quite high (typically 1:20),

whereas the anisotropy over the third zone surface is rather

small (<20 percent). Further, the variation of the scattering

rate around the [ill]-point on the hole surface could be con-

firmed by the results from limiting point measurements.

The experimental scattering rates at several points on the

Fermi surface were compared with theoretical values obtained

from a simple two OPW model calculation. The calculated ani-

sotropy agrees roughly with the experimental one, although

locally the actual values can differ by a factor 2 or more.



S T E L L I N G E N

De invloed van kristalimperfecties op de lijnvorm van reuze

quantum oscillaties in de ultrasone absorptie wordt door de

theorie van Skobov onvoldoende beschreven. Het is noodzakelijk

naast de verbreding van de Landau niveaus ook "fase-smering"

in rekening te brengen.

V.G. Skobov. Sov.Phys.-JETP 13, 1014 (1961)

Een systematisch onderzoek naar de kans op spiegelreflectie

van electronen aan een metaaloppervlak is van belang voor een

juiste interpretatie van afmetingseffecten. De methode waarbij

electronen onder invloed van een aangelegd magnetisch veld

worden gefocusseerd binnen het kristal is hiervoor zeer bruik-

baar.

V.S. Tsoi. JETP. Letters 70 (1974)

3. De experimenten van Holroyd en Datars tonen aan dat het Fermi

oppervlak van kalium niet door een eenvoudige bolvorm te be-

schrijven is.

F.W. Holroyd en W.R. Datars

Can.J.Phys. 53_, 2517 (1975)

4. Bestudering van de frequentieafhankelijkheid van de "radio

frequency size effect" signaalamplitude kan waardevolle in-

formatie over de electron-fonon "enhancement" parameter \

opleveren.

5. Het is gewenst dat er jaarlijks een cursus russisch voor fysi-

ci wordt gegeven, ten' einde een snellere toegang tot de russi-

sche vakliteratuur mogelijk te maken.

6. Ten einde kandidaten natuurkunde met meerdere gebieden van de

fysica vertrouwd te maken dienen excursies naar buitenlandse

laboratoria niet per vakgroep georganiseerd te worden.

:4



7. Een langdurige gijzeling van een groep mensen heeft kenmerken

van een geforceerde sensitivity training zonder professionele

begeleiding.

8. De geldigheid van een rijbewijs moet pas worden verlengd na

het - met gunstig resultaat - afleggen van een verplichte rij-

proef.

9. De buitenspelregel bij het voetballen dient voor amateurvoet-

ballers buitenspel te worden gezet.

7 oktober 1977 Io Hoff
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt een onderzoek naar de wisselwerking

tussen electronen en roöstertrillingen (fonönen) in indium be-

schreven. De oorsprong van deze wisselwerking is vrij eenvou-

dig te begrijpen. Een roostertrilling verstoort het rooster

door sommige atomen uit de evenwichtspositie- te brengen, die

ze in zouden nemen wanneer het rooster volledig in rust is.

Een electron, dat zich door het rooster beweegt, wordt beïn-

vloed door de positieverandering van de atomen en wordt afge-

bogen (verstrooid) van zijn oorspronkelijke baan. De electron-

fonon interactie beïnvloedt daarom alle processen waarin elec-

tronen een rol spelen, zoals de electrische weerstand, the?—

mische geleidbaarheid enz. en manifesteert zich bij zowel

hoge als lage temperaturen. Ook de verzwakking van geluids-

golven en het optreden van het verschijnsel supergeleiding

bij lage temperaturen wordt veroorzaakt door de electron-fonon

interactie.

De electronen die in bovengenoemde processen een rol spelen

zijn de zogenaamde "vrije" electronen, J«Ï geleid""Tfselectro-

nen, die kunnen worden gekarakteriseerd \3Oi hun oolfve..f >r k.

De energie van de electronen is een functie van deze grootheid

en in de "golfvector ruimte" is het mogelijk oppervlakken van

constante energie aan te geven. De gcileidingselectronen hebben

alle nagenoeg dezelfde energie, de Fermi energie, en bewegen

zich daarom op een oppervlak van constante energie, het Fermi

oppervlak.

Veel verschilnselen laten zich alleen verklaren wanneer we aan-

nemen dat de sterkte van de electron-fonon wisselwerking af-

hankelijk is van de plaats op het Fermi oppervlak waar het

electron zich bevindt. Ten einde het inzicht in de electron-

fonon interactie te verdiepen is een onderzoek gedaan naar de

plaatsafhankelijkheid van de interactie op het Fermi oppervlak

van indium. Het Fermi oppervlak van indium bestaat uit twee

gedeelten, een tweede zone gatenoppervlak en een derde zone

electronenoppervlak. ;A
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Ten einde de interactiesterkte als functie van de plaats op

het Fermi oppervlak te kunnen onderzoeken is het noodzakelijk

dat gebruik wordt gemaakt van een effect waarbij het mogelijk

is locaal de verstrooiing te bepalen. Een goed bruikbare me-

thode hiervoor is het radio frequent afmetingseffect (radio

frequency size effect, R.F.S.E.). Het is mogelijk met behulp

van dit effect de gemiddelde verstrooiing over extremale

banen, alsook over kleine gelocaliseerde banen (zogenaamde

limietpuntmetingen) te meten, door middel van het bestuderen

van het R.F.S.E. signaal als functie van de temperatuur.

Een beschrijving van het R.F.S.E. en de experimentele opstel-

ling waarmee het kan worden gemeten, wordt gegeven in respec-

tievelijk hoofdstuk I en II.

In hoofdstuk I wordt tevens een algemene beschrijving van de

electron-fonon wisselwerking gegeven.

In hoofdstuk III worden de resultaten van temperatuurafhanke-

lijke metingen beschreven. In het algemeen wordt gevonden dat

de verstrooiing varieert met de derde macht van de temperatuur.

Afwijkingen van het T gedrag gevonden voor signalen afkomstig

van het tweede zone oppervlak, kunnen worden verklaard door de

speciale vorm van dit oppervlak. Afwijkingen van het T gedrag

van signalen afkomstig van het derde zone oppervlak worden

verklaard door het feit dat deze electronen vele malen een baan

kunnen doorlopen voor ze verstrooid worden.

Ten einde de juiste waarde van de verstrooiing over een baan te

bepalen is het noodzakelijk dat een electron effectief ver-

strooid wordt, dat wil zeggen na ëën botsing geeft het electron

geen bijdrage meer aan het R.F.S.E. signaal. De effectiviteit

van de botsingen werd uitvoerig (zowel theoretisch als experi-

menteel) onderzocht en de experimentele omstandigheden werden

zodanig gekozen dat iedere botsing effectief is.

Op deze wijze werden gemiddelde verstrooiingen over 18 banen

op het gatenoppervlak en 13 banen op het electronenoppervlak

bepaald. In hoofdstuk IV worden deze meetresultaten geanaly-

seerd. Met behulp van een mathematische procedure wordt, met

gebruikmaking van de computer, ittt de gemiddelde verstrooi-
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ingswaarden over banen locale wafirden op het Fermi oppervlak

berekend. De variatie van de verstrooiing over het tweede zone

oppervlak blijkt erg hoog te zijn (20:1), terwijl de va^iatie

van de verstrooiing op het derde zone oppervlak veel minder is

(minder dan 20%). Locale waarden van de verstrooiing op het

gatenoppervlak verkregen uit limietmetingen zijn in overeen-

stemming met de resultaten verkregen met behulp van de ma-

thematische procedure.

Voor een theoretische berekening van de electron-fonon ver-

strooiing is gedetailleerde kennis van het electron spectrum,

het fonon spectrum én van de interactie tussen electronen en

fononen vereist. Het uitvoeren van zo'n berekening is een

tijdrovende aangelegenheid en valt buiten het kader van dit

onderzoek.

Aan het eind van hoofdstuk IV worden door een aantal vereenvou-

digingen aan te brengen de bijdragen van de meest belangrijke

termen in de electron-fonon berekening geschat. De op deze

wijze verkregen waarden voor sommige punten op het tweede zone

oppervlak geven ruwweg dezelfde plaatsafhankelijkheid weer als

de experimenteel bepaalde. Uit deze berekening blijkt dat zo-

wel het electron spectrum als het fonon spectrum grote invloed

heeft op de plaatsafhankelijkheid van de verstrooiing. De

nauwkeurigheid van de theoretisch berekende verstrooiingswaar-

den is echter niet groot en het is noodzakelijk dat een volle-

dige berekening wordt gedaan om details van de experimenteel

gevonden plaatsafhankelijkheid te kunnen vergelijken met de

theorie.

f
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